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Biochemical and Sequence Similarities between the TIGR/Myocilin and

Olfactomedin Protein Families and the Effects of TIGR in Primary Open Angle

Glaucoma.

Michelle Lynn Green

ABSTRACT

Glaucoma is the leading cause of blindness in African-Americans and the second leading

cause of blindness worldwide. Early detection of the disease could significantly reduce

these devastating effects. Following the isolation of the TIGR/MYOC protein in a

steroid-induced glaucoma model, mutations in the gene were found to explain a number

of cases of open-angle glaucoma. The structure and function of the TIGR protein are

unknown; hence, computational sequence analysis techniques were used to identify

important regions of the protein and to guide experimental efforts.

Starting with the proposed relationship between TIGR’s C-terminal domain and

the olfactomedin family, analysis of the individual protein domains and conserved motifs

within the families demonstrated additional homology between TIGR and olfactomedin

in the N-terminal domain. The exon 2 region of the TIGR molecule was found to be

similar to a bacterial metalloprotease inhibitor, and not to the olfactomedin family,

suggesting this region may result from an insertion event.

Next, “sequence walk” techniques and the Shotgun congruence analysis program,

were used to identify a set of 31 olfactomedin-domain-containing (ODC) sequences,

including the closely related TIGR and olfactomedin orthologs. A subset of the 31 ODC

iv



sequences includes related domains N-terminal to the olfactomedin domain. These

domains include several highly conserved cysteines involved in intermolecular disulfide

bonds and a residual leucine zipper, as well as, highly similar predicted secondary

structures. Additional conserved motifs were identified in the C-terminal domain of the

ODC proteins. By comparing these conservations to known mutations and

polymorphisms in human TIGR, two regions that may be key to the successful

structure/function of the TIGR molecule were identified. A potential distantly related

superfamily member (chitinase A) was also identified based on the conserved ODC

motifs.

To investigate the contribution of cysteines within each exon region to the

aggregative properties of TIGR, peptides were expressed including one or two of the

individual exon regions of the protein. Western blots of the peptides treated under

reducing and non-reducing conditions confirmed the importance of N- and C-terminal

cysteines in intermolecular disulfide bonds and provided further evidence supporting our

proposed model of TIGR oligomerization.
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Chapter I - An introduction to primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG)

and the TIGR protein.



INTRODUCTION

Glaucoma is the leading cause of blindness in African-Americans and the second

leading cause of blindness worldwide. An estimated 6.7 million people will lose their

sight to the disease this year alone. Figure 1-1 shows a simulation of the effect on the

visual field of a person afflicted with glaucoma. Symptoms include loss of peripheral

vision, depth perception, and contrast sensitivity. Increased intraocular pressure is

another “symptom” commonly associated with glaucoma. Unfortunately, symptoms are

typically not noticeable until significant, irreparable damage has occurred to the optic

nerve. This optic neuropathy is often referred to as the “silent blinder” because 50% of

the almost 70 million people with glaucoma are unaware that they have the disease,

making education and screening important avenues by which the devastating effects of

this disease may be curtailed.

The two most common forms of glaucoma are primary open-angle glaucoma

(POAG) and primary angle-closure glaucoma (PACG). Both types are characterized by

damage to the optic nerve and subsequent visual field loss. They are differentiated by

assessment of whether or not the trabecular meshwork is obstructed by the periphery of

the iris. In primary angle-closure glaucoma, the trabecular meshwork is obstructed in the

angle of the eye, while in primary open-angle glaucoma, the angle remains unobstructed.

POAG can be sub-classified as chronic open-angle glaucoma (COAG) if onset is in

middle- to late-age and as juvenile open-angle glaucoma (JOAG) with early-onset.



PRIMARY OPEN-ANGLE GLAUCOMA

Primary open-angle glaucoma is defined as a group of ocular diseases that may

cause characteristic, progressive changes in the optic nerve head, visual field loss, or

both'. These changes are normally associated with increased eye pressure, but increased

pressure is not required for diagnosis. Patients with POAG are typically asymptomatic

until the later stages of the disease when central acuity has declined sufficiently to be

detected by the patient. Over 1.5% of the US population has POAG'. The primary risk

factor for developing POAG is elevated eye pressure. Other risk factors include African

descent, increased age (>70 years), and the presence of family members with the disease’.

While the etiology of PACG is understood, the mechanism behind POAG is

unknown. Estimates have indicated that approximately 20 to 25% of POAG cases are

genetically linked'. Several major loci have been identified for POAG (GLC1A through

GLC1F). Each form is associated with specific clinical manifestations. GLC1A is the

only locus for which a specific protein has been identified -- the TIGR/myocilin protein.

The trabecular meshwork inducible glucocorticoid response protein (TIGR) was

isolated using differential screening library techniques" in a steroid-induced glaucoma

model. By treating trabecular meshwork cells in organ culture with glucocorticoids

(dexamethasone), expression of the TIGR protein was significantly increased. The

induction followed a time course mimicking the progression of the increase in intraocular

pressure (IOP) seen in steroid-induced glaucoma patients suggesting that this protein

might also be related to the increase in IOP seen in POAG. Following TIGR’s isolation,

Stone et al.’ showed that specific point mutations in the gene appear to explain a number

of JOAG cases and some cases of adult-onset POAG. Genetic studies have pointed to



multiple mutations in the coding region as the molecular basis of TIGR’s involvement in

POAG. About 5% of glaucoma patients have mutations in the TIGR coding region’.

The aqueous humor flow pathway. Figure 1-2 shows the general anatomy of the

eye and the anterior chamber, bounded by the cornea, pupil, iris, and lens. This figure

highlights the angle and the flow pathway of the aqueous humor in the eye. In the normal

eye, the aqueous humor provides oxygen and nutrients to the cornea and lens and

provides the intraocular pressure that maintains the shape of the eye. The IOP range in

the normal population is typically 14-16 mmHg". In the glaucomatous patient, the IOP is

typically elevated above 22 mmHg, but may also be within the normal range. Conversely,

an elevated IOP does not guarantee the development of glaucoma.

The aqueous humor, a relatively cell-free, protein-free, transparent fluid, is

secreted into the posterior chamber by the epithelial cells of the ciliary processes. From

the posterior chamber, it passes through the pupil into the anterior chamber. The fluid

flows from the anterior chamber through the trabecular meshwork into Schlemm's canal

and the episcleral venous system. Intraocular pressure varies directly with the rate of

secretion of aqueous humor (F) and inversely with the facility of aqueous humor outflow

(C),

IOP = F/C + Pe,

where Pe is the episcleral venous pressure. In POAG, the angle highlighted in Figure 1-2

remains unobstructed; however, the flow of the aqueous humor as it exits the anterior

chamber through the trabecular meshwork is somehow impeded. The resistance reduces

the outflow facility (C), and results in increased IOP.



The trabecular meshwork is a sponge-like, tissue found between the cornea,

scleral spur and uvea". The meshwork provides most of the resistance necessary for the

aqueous humor to maintain the pressure gradient between the IOP in the anterior chamber

and the venous pressure (~10 mmHg)". The exact mechanisms by which the resistance is

provided and by which the resistance is increased in POAG have not been determined. In

POAG eyes that have been studied by microdissection’, the resistance has been found in

the outer portion of the trabecular meshwork bordering Schlemm’s canal, the

juxtacanalicular tissue. Other histologic data has shown narrowing of Schlemm's canal as

the mechanism for increased resistance to outflow. Studies of trabeculectomy specimens

also indicate hypercellularity and thickening of the juxtacanalicular tissue, and focal

deposits of homogeneous osmiophilic material between the cell layers of the

juxtacanalicular tissue. Thickening of the basement membranes of the trabecular

meshwork can occur, sheets can become thick and hyalinized, and the spaces between

them narrowed.

Treatment of POAG. Although there is a correlation between increasing IOP and

the risk of glaucomatous optic-nerve damage and visual field loss', the debate over the

etiology of the disease continues. In addition to nerve damage caused directly by

increased intraocular pressure, the optic nerve may be damaged by the reduction in blood

supply caused when blood vessels are constricted by the increased pressure. Thus, both

increased IOP and reduced blood flow have been implicated as possible causes of

damage to the optic nerve. Nevertheless, most treatments for POAG focus on the

reduction of IOP. Treatments include the use of miotics to improve outflow facility, and

secretory inhibitors, epinephrine, and beta-blockers to suppress secretion of aqueous



humor'. In cases of progressive loss of visual field and damage to the optic nerve despite

drug therapies, surgery is indicated. Most surgical procedures are intended to bypass the

restricted outflow pathway by providing a new pathway from the anterior chamber into

the subconjunctival space. The most widely used include trabeculectomy, thermal

sclerostomy, trephination, and posterior lip sclerectomy'. The success rates for these

procedures in controlling IOP are approximately 75 to 90%.

Significance of this work. While the damage and loss of sight caused by

glaucoma are irreversible, treatment can significantly limit these effects. Early diagnosis

is essential to the successful use of existing therapies. As mentioned above, however,

50% of the people afflicted with glaucoma are unaware that they have the disease.

Screening efforts could help to identify people who have or will develop glaucoma;

however, the low incidence of the disease makes screening efforts seldom cost-effective

due to the relatively high number of false-positives identified even when the rate of false

positives for a screening method is low. In order to increase the efficacy of clinical

screening methods, they must be supplemented with additional patient information, such

as knowledge about the likelihood of developing glaucoma given a particular mutation in

one of the identified loci. Identification of the molecular mechanism(s) by which TIGR is

involved in the pathogenesis of glaucoma may help to 1) elucidate the effects of specific

mutations on the function of the molecule; 2) develop more direct therapeutic approaches

than the treatment of IOP.



THE TIGR PROTEIN

Analysis of the composition of the TIGR gene revealed that the genomic structure

of TIGR (~20 kilobases) includes three exons, two introns, and a 5 kb promoter region.

The promoter region includes several glucocorticoid regulatory elements and other

regulatory motifs'. The coding region encodes a 504 residue, 57 kDa protein with a

predicted leucine zipper region and several predicted glycosylation sites. Multiple forms

of the protein are found in dexamethasone-treated TM cells -- a doublet near 55 kDa and

a 66 kDa glycoprotein.

N-terminal sequencing confirmed that one of the -55 kDa proteins begins at the

first ATG codon of the region encoding the full-length protein. The other ~55 kDa

protein results from cleavage of either a 32- or 18-residue leader peptide depending on

whether translation starts at the first ATG or the second potential start codon, and results

in a 53 kDa, 472-residue protein. The 53 and 57 kDa proteins have been observed

intracellularly, while both the doublet and the -66 kDa glycoproteins have been observed

extracellularly”. Based on models of the outflow pathway” and on the observed effects of

steroid treatments on glaucoma patients", the major products, the secreted forms, are

believed to participate in the outflow obstruction involved in the pathogenesis of

glaucoma.

One characteristic of the TIGR protein that may be relevant to its involvement in

the pathogenesis of POAG is its tendency to form high molecular weight multimers.

TIGR oligomers have been observed in bovine and human aqueous humor", although the

studies did not indicate whether the moieties are hetero- or homo-oligomers". G-150 gel

filtration studies by Nguyen et al.' revealed TIGR oligomers above 200 kDa from which



the monomer could be obtained in heated SDS under reducing conditions. Cross-linking

studies also confirmed the presence of the P200 kDa form. Deletion and cross-linking

studies have shown that the leucine zipper is important in complexation”.

Homodimerization of a truncated TIGR protein (mimicking the POAG-associated

Gln268Stop mutation) and heterodimerization of this truncated form with wild-type

TIGR protein indicates that the C-terminal end of the molecule may not be required for

dimerization”.

DTT treatment of the TIGR protein, however, indicates that multiple cysteines

may also be involved in complexation. Figure 1-3 shows the multiple forms of the non

reduced protein (‘0 mM’ column), including monomers (~55 kDa), dimers (~110 kDa),

and oligomers (> 200 kDa). After incubation of the protein in the presence of 10 mM

DTT, the high molecular weight forms were reduced to monomers and dimers (“10 mM’

column). The reduction of the P200 kDa forms of TIGR to 55 kDa monomers may be

indicative of the involvement of cysteine disulfide bridges in the formation of the high

molecular weight proteins. Reduction of dimeric TIGR to monomeric TIGR suggests that

cysteine residues might work in conjunction with the leucine zipper in the dimerization of

TIGR at the molecule's N-terminal end.

Analyses of the secondary structure and predicted enzyme modification sites (e.g.,

casein kinase II and protein kinase C) has highlighted sequence motifs that may be

altered or unavailable in mutated forms of the protein" resulting in potential alterations

in structure or function of the TIGR protein. Other evidence points to changes in TIGR

gene expression levels as altering the normal function and behavior of intracellular TIGR

or TIGR processing resulting in disease.



Sequence analysis of the TIGR protein. The function of the TIGR protein is

unknown, whether in relation to POAG or in relation to its native function. Initial BLAST

queries revealed homology to a frog olfactomedin protein in TIGR’s exon 3 region and a

limited similarity to a myosin protein from Dictyostelium discoideum in the exon 1

region of the protein. Figure 1-4 shows the pairwise alignment of the TIGR protein with

myosin and frog olfactomedin. TIGR’s homology with myosin coincides with the

predicted leucine zipper region of TIGR as shown in Figure 1-4. In their analysis of the

TIGR gene structure and properties, Nguyen et al.' showed that the similarity between

these proteins might not infer a functional relationship between TIGR and myosin

because several other proteins also show similarity to TIGR in this region.

Unfortunately, our knowledge of the structure and function of olfactomedin is

only slightly more advanced than that of TIGR. The frog olfactomedin protein was

isolated from the mucus surrounding the olfactory neuroepithelium. The protein is a 57

kDa glycoprotein that forms multimeric complexes via disulphide bonds at both the N

and C-terminal ends of the molecule. The function of olfactomedin is unknown.

Olfactomedin and TIGR share other biochemical similarities besides the

conserved “olfactomedin domain”. The proteins in the two families are all of similar size

(55 - 60 kDa) and are glycosylated proteins. Both TIGR and olfactomedin also have been

shown to form aggregates. In the frog olfactomedin protein, several cysteines conserved

across the olfactomedin family were shown to be involved in the formation of dimers

(C433 in human TIGR) and subsequent formation of multimers (the N-terminal CXC

motif)".



Based on TIGR’s similarity to the olfactomedins, we propose that the homology

includes the exon 1 and the exon 3 region of TIGR. Several orthologs to the frog

olfactomedin, including rat, mouse, chicken, and human have been identified since the

initial identification of TIGR’s homology with the frog sequence. Based on BLAST

pairwise alignments, TIGR’s homology with the rat, mouse, and chicken sequences is

more extensive than the homology with the frog sequence. When Karavanich and

Anholt” analyzed the evolutionary relationship between the rat, mouse, and frog

orthologs they found that the N-terminal half of the molecules is significantly divergent.

While the rat, mouse, and chicken sequences are greater than 90% identical, the frog

olfactomedin sequence is less than 20% pairwise identical to each of them.

By examining the relationship between TIGR and olfactomedin, we have

identified conserved regions that may be essential to the function or structure of the

molecule and might be involved in the pathogenesis of POAG. In this work, we use

computational sequence analysis techniques to identify these regions and to guide our

subsequent experimental efforts.

In Chapter II, we begin our analysis by clarifying the extent of the evolutionary

relationship between TIGR and olfactomedin. Our results show not only that TIGR and

olfactomedin are related in both the exon 1 and exon 3 regions of the protein, but also

that the exon 2 region of TIGR appears to be the result of an insertion event. A

correlation between conserved residues and glaucoma-associated mutations in human

TIGR suggests that these residues may be key to the structural and/or functional success

of the TIGR/olfactomedin family.
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The third chapter focuses on the evaluation of a broader, more diverse set of

TIGR and olfactomedin related protein sequences. We have identified 31 distantly related

olfactomedin-domain-containing (ODC) sequences. Several of the ODC sequences

include evolutionarily related N-terminal domains containing the motifs identified in

Chapter II. In addition to the conserved motifs in this domain, several motifs were

identified in the olfactomedin domain. Comparison of human TIGR mutations to

conserved residues in this more highly diverse set of sequences enabled us to identify two

regions where these mutations appear to “cluster” in the TIGR molecule. These clusters

may indicate important functional or structural elements in the human TIGR sequence.

Chapter IV presents results of our experimental efforts to understand the effect of

the individual exon regions on the localization of TIGR within trabecular meshwork cells

and on the aggregative properties of the protein. Since our sequence analysis suggested

conserved sequence elements (including cysteines and a “residual” leucine zipper) in

both the first and third exons, we studied peptides comprised of combinations of the three

TIGR exon regions. Our results confirm that TIGR complexation most likely involves

cysteines in both the N- and C-terminal regions of the molecule. Based on our

computational and experimental results, we have proposed a model for TIGR

oligomerization, similar to the model proposed by Yokoe and Anholt" for olfactomedin

complexation.

Chapter V presents a final summary of the results and conclusions of this work.

The chapter also includes suggested future experiments, based on this work, that would

help to further our understanding of the TIGR molecule and its involvement in the

pathogenesis of glaucoma.
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Figure 1-1.

Simulation of the effect of glaucoma on the visual field. National Eye Institute, National

Institutes of Health.

Normal vision.

A scene as it might be viewed by a person with glaucoma.



Figure 1-2.

Anatomy of the eye. Adapted from National Eye Institute, National Institutes of Health.
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Figure 1-3.

Western blot results from DTT treatment of rTIGR.
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Figure 1-4. Pairwise alignment of human TIGR with myosin and frog olfactomedin.
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Figure 1-4. (cont'd).
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Chapter II - Evaluation of the distinct exon regions of TIGR and their

homology with the olfactomedin protein family.
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ABSTRACT

PURPOSE. To investigate the relationships of the trabecular meshwork inducible

glucocorticoid response protein (TIGR) with olfactomedin and other potentially-related

proteins. We hope to elucidate important structural or functional features that may

contribute to physiological or glaucoma-related effects.

METHODS. Regions of homology between human TIGR and rat and frog olfactomedin

were identified by anchoring our alignment on the putative conserved cysteines within the

two families. Our alignment delineated three separate domains which were more

extensively analyzed. Sequence similarities to individual domains of TIGR were

evaluated using database searches and multiple sequence alignments.

RESULTS. The exon 1 region of TIGR shares several motifs with the olfactomedins,

including conserved cysteine residues and a residual leucine zipper. Several other leucine

rich/leucine zipper proteins show similarity to TIGR’s exon 1 region, indicating the

homology with myosin is based primarily on the alignment of leucine residues. TIGR’s

exon 2 region shows significant similarity to a bacterial metalloprotease inhibitor. Twenty

of the 28 known disease-associated mutations in human TIGR are in residues conserved

between the TIGR and olfactomedin families.

CONCLUSIONS. TIGR appears to be more closely related to the olfactomedins than

previously anticipated. The similarity of the leucine zipper alone does not signify that

TIGR has a myosin-like function. TIGR’s exon 2 region may originate from the insertion

of a protease inhibitor sequence into a distant olfactomedin sequence. This insertion

likely endows new functions and/or structural characteristics to the TIGR proteins distinct

from those of the olfactomedins. The correlation between the number of mutations and
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INTRODUCTION

The Trabecular Meshwork Inducible Glucocorticoid Response (TIGR) protein

was originally identified from a steroid-induced glaucoma model of human trabecular

meshwork (TM) cells treated with glucocorticoids (dexamethasone)". The gene was

cloned indirectly using cDNA library subtraction methods’. Kubota et al. have identified

the same gene (in this case named ‘MYOC’) in the ciliary rootlet and basal body of the

connecting cilium of photoreceptor cells’ where it is expressed predominantly as a

cellular protein and Ortego et al. have identified the gene in the ciliary body". Stone et al.

demonstrated that specific point mutations in the molecule appear to explain a substantial

number of GLC1A JOAG cases, as well as, several cases of adult-onset glaucoma’.

Based on initial sequence similarity searches, the exon 1 and exon 3 regions of the

TIGR protein appeared to have distinct homologies, to myosin and olfactomedin”",

respectively. The properties and functions of the TIGR protein have not been elucidated;

thus, the predicted homologies have significantly influenced the nomenclature and

postulated functions of this protein. Because of the protein’s proposed similarity with

myosin and location in the cilium, Kubota et al. named the protein “myocilin”.

The strongest similarity to TIGR is seen in the olfactomedin family. Nguyen et al.

highlighted the olfactomedin homology in the exon 3 region of TIGR and cast doubt on

the basis for the myosin homology * The olfactomedins are a family of extracellular

glycoproteins that were originally identified in the mucus surrounding the chemosensory

dendrites of frog olfactory neurons'. Beginning with the proposed homology between

olfactomedin and the carboxy-terminal end of the human TIGR sequence, we further
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evaluated the homology within the remainder of the molecule and in TIGR and

olfactomedin orthologs.

METHODS

Sequence Homology Analysis. TIGR’s proposed homologies with myosin and

olfactomedin are well documented”. Our homology analysis contrasts with previous

analyses in that we varied evolutionary distance and other database search and multiple

alignment parameters, and analyzed the individual TIGR domains in our search for

biologically significant sequence similarities.

To begin the analysis, we used broad sequence homology searches and further

analysis of the alignment of the TIGR, olfactomedin, and myosin sequences to gather

additional insight into the relationships between the three proteins. In order to ensure that

significant hits were not overlooked due to low scores and high E-values, the results of

the initial searches were confirmed using a broad range of search parameters to look for

sequences with global similarity as well as local similarity to TIGR.

In addition to the search algorithm (e.g., BLAST“" vs. FASTA"), search

parameters can significantly affect the results of a particular query. For example, a

BLAST search using the PAM250” scoring matrix may be very different from a

BLAST search using the BLOSUM62" scoring matrix. Because any one sequence

similarity search is not equally appropriate for identifying all ranges of similarity (i.e., a

search for closely-related functional homologs requires different parameters and scoring

matrices than a search for distantly-related potential superfamily members), we used

multiple search algorithms, a broad range of search parameters, and several sequence
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databases to search for sequences related to the TIGR protein. Different substitution

matrices (BLOSUM and PAM) and evolutionary distances (e.g., BLOSUM62 versus

BLOSUM90) were employed. Two versions/sources of both BLAST and FASTA were

also used. Table 1 provides an outline of the search tools used and the parameter space

covered in our searches.

We further expanded our analysis by focusing on the individual exon regions of

the protein. This approach was chosen for several reasons. First, the selected regions were

suggested from biochemical and sequence properties of the two proteins including several

cysteine residues present in the olfactomedin family”". Second, because the exon l

region contains the common leucine zipper motif, a large number of leucine zipper

sequences are reported, including myosin. Third, because the CIRL/latrophilin (CL)

family includes an “olfactomedin domain” and has seven confirmed splice sites"",

hundreds of latrophilin variants are reported as hits to the exon 3 region of the TIGR

protein. Any sequences with similarity to the exon 2 region might be obscured in the

deluge of hits reported by querying the entire TIGR sequence or might not be reported at

all due to lower statistical significance.

RESULTS

Overview of TIGR homology. Figure 2-1 provides an overview of our analyses of

TIGR’s sequence homologies. The suggested relationships are supported by more detailed

evaluations presented in subsequent figures. As indicated in Figure 2-1, our findings

support the hypothesis that the relationship with olfactomedin includes not only the entire

exon 3 region, but also, the exon 1 region of the protein. Several motifs are evident,
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including cysteines conserved among the TIGR and olfactomedin sequences and a

residual leucine zipper in olfactomedin. The similarity between the N-terminal regions of

TIGR and olfactomedin is significantly lower than that of the C-terminal regions;

however, this is consistent with Karavanich’s” conclusion that the olfactomedins

themselves are more divergent in the N-terminus than in the C-terminus. TIGR’s leucine

zipper is identified in Figure 2-1; however, its specification as a “myosin-like domain” is

not supported by our subsequent data. One of the most important features of our analysis

in Figure 2-1 is the exon 2 inhibitor homology domain. Its presence appears to be the

result of some large evolutionary modification, such as an insertion event. This insertion

event appears to involve a gene potentially related to a metalloprotease inhibitor sharing

several conserved motifs with the exon 2 region.

Sequence similarity searches using the entire TIGR protein. As expected, the

homology between TIGR’s third exon and olfactomedin generated the highest-scoring

hits in all searches; however, the aligned region between TIGR and the olfactomedin

related sequences changed depending on the search parameters. For example, in an

NCBI-BLAST/BLOSUM62 search, the alignment of TIGR and the chicken NOEL

sequence encompasses a 391-residue region which spans all three exon regions of TIGR

and most of the NOEL sequence. In a NCBI-BLAST/PAM70 search, on the other hand,

the alignment includes only the exon 3 region of TIGR composed of the previously

” and the 78 preceding residues.defined “olfactomedin domain

The second highest scoring group of sequences are the leucine-rich and leucine

zipper-containing sequences (LR/LZ), including myosin. The variation in search

parameters had a more drastic effect on this group, significantly affecting the ranking of
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the sequences in the overall list of hits, as well as the alignments between each sequence

and TIGR. Other high scoring sequences included a putative coiled-coil protein, plectin,

and L6202.3 sequences.

A multiple alignment of TIGR’s first exon and the leucine-rich sequences was

used to further evaluate the similarity between these sequences. In Figure 2-2, the human

TIGR exon 1 and rat olfactomedin (included for comparison) sequences are shown in a

CLUSTALW multiple sequence alignment with myosin and the three other high scoring

LR/LZ proteins mentioned above. The PROSITE signature

(http://www.expasy.ch/prosite■ ) for the leucine zipper is L.{6}L.{6}L.{6}L, where {6}

indicates any six residues. Only the exon 1 and coil sequences actually include the full

length motif spanning four leucine residues. Myosin contains a L. (6) L. (6) L sequence,

and the L6202 and plectin proteins both contain series of L.{6}L.{6}B, where B indicates

an aliphatic or hydrophobic residue. In the rat olfactomedin sequence, a partially

conserved signature is present in the region from residues 119 to 140 where an isoleucine

has replaced the leucine in the second position (i.e., L.{6}I.{6}L.{6}L). Despite the

absence of a true leucine zipper motif in several of these proteins, including myosin, the

similarity between TIGR’s exon 1 region and all of these proteins is clearly based on the

alignment of the leucine residues.

Analysis of individual TIGR exons. Our second approach was to use the

individual exon regions of TIGR as the query sequence in our database searches. When

the exon 3 region of TIGR is queried alone, the highest scoring hits other than the

TIGR/myocilin orthologs from other species are olfactomedin-related sequences. When
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the database is queried using TIGR’s first exon region, the highest scoring hits are LR/LZ

sequences.

Our query using the exon 2 region of TIGR revealed new sequences that were

likely excluded from the expanse of olfactomedin and LR/LZ sequences returned when

the entire sequence is used. Two sequences were identified with similar E-values in our

WU-BLAST search of the GenBank protein database – a bacterial metalloprotease

inhibitor and a carbamoyl phosphate synthase glutamine amidotransferase (CPS

GATase). The alignment and scores reported in the BLAST search for both of these

sequences are shown in Figures 2-3 and 2-4. The E-value and score for each of these two

sequences would not in themselves indicate a significant similarity between TIGR’s

second exon and either the protease inhibitor or the carbamoyl phosphate synthase;

however, the short length of the exon 2 sequence (only 42 residues) contributes to the

high E-value and low alignment scores. To demonstrate the effect of sequence length on

these values, the first 42 residues of TIGR’s third exon were used to query the database.

Figure 2-5 shows the alignment of this segment of TIGR’s third exon with residues 227

through 263 of the highest scoring olfactomedin sequence, COLFA.

In order to evaluate adequately the true similarity between TIGR and these

sequences, additional BLAST searches were completed using the protease inhibitor and

the carbamoyl phosphate synthase as query sequences in order to identify related

sequences to include in multiple sequence alignments. Several homologs to the protease

inhibitor and to the carbamoyl phosphate synthase sequence were identified. Figure 2-6

shows the CLUSTALW alignment of TIGR’s exon 2 with the protease inhibitor

homologs. Figure 2-7 shows the alignment with the carbamoyl phosphate synthases.
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TIGR’s alignment with the metalloprotease inhibitor family includes seven

residues either fully- or partially-conserved within the inhibitor family and also conserved

in TIGR (indicated by a “:” below the alignment). In addition, there are two other

residues conserved by type in the alignment (..). The PRINTS Protein Fingerprint

Database (http://www.bioinfman.ac.uk/dbbrowser/PRINTS/) characterization of this

family (accession #PR01274) includes a four-element fingerprint derived from its

members. Two of the elements, motifs 2 and 3, are found within the region aligned with

exon 2. Within the two motifs, five of the 13 conserved residues comprising the signature * .

for this family are also conserved in TIGR and an additional 8 of TIGR’s residues match

the consensus pattern residue type for the family’s signature.

TIGR’s alignment with the CPS GATases also shows a number of conserved

residues. In this case, there are nine residues either fully- or partially-conserved across the

alignment (:) and an additional three conserved by type (..). The 5-element signature for

the CPS glutamine amidotransferase (GATase) family (PRINTS accession #PR00099)

includes two motifs that are found within the region aligned with TIGR’s second exon. º

The first motif displays no similarity to the TIGR sequences. Only three of the total 13

conserved residues comprising the signature in this region are also conserved in TIGR.

An additional 4 of TIGR’s residues match the consensus pattern residue type for the

family’s signature.

Analysis of TIGR’s Relationship with Olfactomedin. When the entire TIGR

sequence and the olfactomedins are aligned, the overall similarity in the exon 1 and exon

2 regions is not overwhelming (data not shown). There are a few conserved residues

including a highly conserved SXEXL motif. In TIGR's leucine zipper region, three of the
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leucines are highly conserved although insertions and deletions in the olfactomedins have

interrupted the L. (6) L. (6) L.{6}L motif to the point that only one correct interval

(L.{6}L) is actually present.

We also evaluated the conservation of cysteine residues within the two proteins.

The frog protein contains eight cysteine residues, five of which are conserved across the

family. Analysis of the secondary structure of the frog and rat sequences" led to a

proposed model where cysteines on the exposed surface of the molecule are available to

form intermolecular disulfide bridges which results in dimerization and polymerization.

In addition to the sulfhydryls involved in intermolecular bonds, two cysteines near the

middle of the olfactomedin sequence also appear to be conserved, although the function

of these cysteines within the family is still speculative.

Several of the five cysteines conserved across the olfactomedin family are also

conserved in the TIGR sequences. The carboxy-terminal cysteine in the olfactomedins is

present in TIGR (C433 in human TIGR). While the olfactomedin dimerization CXC

motif is not seen in TIGR, other cysteines near the amino-terminus (C47 and C67) might

be available to participate in dimerization. In fact, although the motifs are not aligned by

CLUSTALW, a conserved motif including the sequence G[RK]CXXT is present in TIGR

between residues 40 and 50 and in olfactomedin between residues 38 and 48. In

olfactomedin, this motif includes the CXC sequence. In addition to the N-terminal

cysteines, a cysteine near the end of the exon 1 region of TIGR (position 185) and the end

of the N-terminal region of olfactomedin (position 193) are present. The cysteine at the

beginning of the “olfactomedin domain”, immediately after exon 2, is also conserved.
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These conserved cysteines can be used to “anchor” the center of the alignment

between TIGR and olfactomedin. Constraining the alignment in this way produces three

separate regions -- the N-terminal region, the olfactomedin domain, and the exon 2 region

of TIGR -- which correspond to the 3 exon regions. In this alignment, the central

cysteines in TIGR are separated by 60 residues, which include the 42-residue exon 2

region. The olfactomedin sequences include only 6 residues between the two cysteines

used to anchor the alignment. Hence, we hypothesized that exon 2 might result from an

insertion event. We evaluated this hypothesis by removing the exon 2 region from the

TIGR sequence and using the resulting sequence (TIGR13) as our query in database

searches, multiple sequence alignments, and motif analyses.

The alignment between TIGR13 and the olfactomedins (Figures 2-8 and 2-9)

includes more extensive regions of similarity than the alignment which includes exon 2.

Figures 2-10 through 2-13 shows the motifs identified in the N-terminal regions of the

molecules by our multiple alignments and using the MEME motif discovery tool”. The

SXEXL motif (Figure 2-11) is present in the alignment whether or not exon 2 is included.

Conserved motifs present when exon 2 is omitted include [VA]LEEDEY]K at residue 151

of human TIGR and several individual conserved residues. The motif identified by

MEME in Figure 2-10, includes the CXC motif involved in complexation in

olfactomedin. “Residual” leucine zippers in the rat, mouse, and chicken olfactomedins

(i.e., the L. (6) I. (6) L. (6) L pattern) align with the center of TIGR’s extended leucine

zipper as shown in Figure 2-12. The residual zippers in the human and frog sequences are

more difficult to identify in this alignment, but they are present. In the human NOEL

sequence, an apparent insertion has led to a L.{6}L.{7}L.{6}L pattern from L107 to
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L129. The more evolutionarily distant frog protein’ displays a L. (6)L.{7}L.{7}L.{6}L

pattern from L86 to L116. Figure 2-13 shows the alignment of the exon 2 region with

olfactomedin when the entire TIGR sequence is aligned. Although there are a few

residues conserved by type and two identities, even this alignment shows evidence of a

large insertion between the N-terminal and C-terminal halves of olfactomedin, supporting

our hypothesis that exon 2 originated via an insertion event.

Correlation of mutations in human TIGR with conserved sequence elements.

The degree of conservation of each of the residues where TIGR mutations have been

identified may provide valuable information regarding the importance of the residue in

the overall structure or function of the molecule. Table 2 provides a list of 50 TIGR

mutations reported by various sources. Each entry indicates whether or not the mutation

has been associated with glaucoma or has been deemed likely to cause disease, and

whether or not the mutated residue is conserved across the TIGR and olfactomedin

orthologs.

Thirty-eight of the 50 variants listed in Table 2 are located in the exon 3 region of

TIGR. Interestingly, the number of predicted polymorphisms (i.e., non-disease-causing

mutations) is almost evenly split between the exon 1 and exon 3 regions. Twenty-two

variants are considered to be non-disease-causing mutations. The other 28 have been

judged to be disease-causing mutations in previous studies”. Twenty of the 28

disease-causing variants occur in residues conserved by identity or type among the TIGR

and olfactomedin-related sequences. The remaining 8 variants alter residues that are not

conserved across the TIGR and olfactomedin sequences. For example, while the

Asn480Lys mutation substitutes a completely conserved asparagine for a lysine, the
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glutamic acid of Glu223Lys is conserved among the TIGR orthologs, but not the

olfactomedins. Of the 22 sequence polymorphisms, 15 occur in non-conserved positions

and 7 alter conserved residues.

Of the eleven variants in the exon 1 and 2 regions of TIGR, only one is believed

to be disease-related. Two forms of the mutation in exon 1 have been observed -- R82C,

which is believed to be disease-related, and R82H, which is a predicted polymorphism.

Consideration of sequence motifs conserved among the TIGR and olfactomedin

sequences provides additional context within which to judge whether or not a substitution

is a conservative one. Similar to the Gln19His polymorphism, where the Gln19 position

in the mouse TIGR ortholog is occupied by a histidine”, the Arg82 position of both the

rat and mouse TIGR orthologs is occupied by a histidine. Both the human and bovine

TIGR sequences and four of the olfactomedin sequences have a conserved arginine in this

position. None of the sequences contain a cysteine in this position, consistent with the

predicted disease-related phenotype of the R82C mutation.

DISCUSSION

This work presents strong evidence that the similarity between the TIGR and

olfactomedin protein sequences extends beyond the “olfactomedin domain” in TIGR’s

third exon. The common sequence elements shared by TIGR and olfactomedin in their N

terminal regions indicate that the relationship includes both exon 3 and exon 1. TIGR's

leucine zipper is a region extending from residue 117 to residue 166 including eight

leucines. In Figure 2-2, it is evident that the rat olfactomedin sequence possesses a

residual leucine zipper (L.{6}I.{6}L.{6}L) that aligns with the center of TIGR's leucine
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zipper. The same pattern is found in the chicken and mouse olfactomedin sequences

shown in Figures 2-8 and 2-10. The human NOEL and frog olfactomedin sequences also

possess their own, albeit more divergent, residual zipper patterns. An olfactomedin

related sequence may have, like TIGR, at one time utilized a leucine zipper in

complexation.

Comparisons of TIGR’s and olfactomedin's exon structure reveal differences. The

TIGR protein is encoded on three exons, while the olfactomedin sequences are part of a

group of differentially-spliced glycoproteins made up of at least eight exons”. The rat

protein, for example, can be expressed in four different forms -- AMY, AMZ, BMY, or

BMZ. The A (exon I) and B (exon II) splices encode two different leader peptides,

presumably affecting intracellular trafficking. Region M is encoded on exons III and IV.

While the Y form (exon V) results in a truncated protein, the Z region is encoded on at

least three separate exons (exons VI, VII, & VIII). TIGR’s only similarity to the exon

structure of olfactomedin is in its exon 3 region. The beginning of TIGR’s third exon

(residues 245 through 504), which contains the olfactomedin domain, aligns with the

beginning of exon VII in olfactomedin (C199 in rat olfactomedin) in all of our

alignments. This coincides with the point of our hypothesized insertion of exon 2 into the

sequence of a distant common ancestor. Although the exon structure outside the

olfactomedin domain is different, the putative conserved cysteine preceding exon 2

(residue 185 in human TIGR) occurs at the end of exon 1 in TIGR and at the end of exon

VI in olfactomedin.

Another shared characteristic is the ability of both proteins to form multimers.

Both olfactomedin and TIGR are found as monomers and high molecular weight
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multimeric forms. Previous TIGR studies have pointed to the involvement of both the

leucine zipper and the carboxy-terminal cysteine (C433) in TIGR polymerization”.

Results from the incubation of TIGR with DTT suggest the involvement of additional

sulfhydryls in dimerization and polymerization (Chapter I, Figure 1-3). The fact that some

dimeric TIGR remains intact after DTT treatment, indicates that the dimer may be a

highly stable form; however, since some of the dimers are reduced to monomers,

cysteines could also be involved in the formation of dimers, as well as connecting those

dimers to form oligomers. In olfactomedin, conserved cysteines at positions 45 and 47

near the N-terminal end of the molecule form a highly stable, double-disulfide bond

essential for polymerization. In TIGR, the leucine zipper and a disulfide bond between

the N-terminal regions of adjacent TIGR molecules may reinforce each other in the

formation of dimers. Recent independent evaluations conducted by V. Raymond

(personal communication, 2001) also support a role for cysteine-stabilized structures

working in conjunction with the leucine zipper emphasized by Nguyen et al.” and in a

recent abstract by Fautsch et al.”

Rozsa et al.” analyzed the effects of 32 mutations on the secondary structure of

human TIGR predicted by the GOR” and Chou-Fasman algorithms”. The analysis also

included a brief evaluation of the conserved residues among human TIGR and five other

olfactomedin-related sequences. Based on these sequences most of the mutations

evaluated appeared to occur in relatively conserved residues. Our evaluation, using a

more diverse set of sequences, includes an analysis of the correlation of human TIGR

mutations with conserved sequence motifs identified in our current work. As shown in

Table 2, and consistent with the results of Rozsa et al., most of the disease-causing
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mutations occur in conserved residues. These residues are likely important to the structure

or function of the olfactomedin domain in this context. As expected, most of the

predicted polymorphisms occur in non-conserved residues.

Two other interesting groups of mutations are also seen. The first group -- non

disease-causing mutations in conserved residues -- may either simply be conservative

substitutions (e.g., Arg82His and Valé02Ile) or they may indicate mutations that warrant

further examination. The second group -- disease-related mutations in non-conserved

residues -- likely indicate residues that are involved in some structural or functional role

specific to TIGR that is absent from the remaining sequences (e.g., Ala445Val). The

identification of a more divergent set of sequences to add to the analysis of conserved

motifs in the TIGR and olfactomedin sequences should help to further delineate the

residues that are essential to the success of the olfactomedin domain from those that are

specific to the function or structure of the TIGR molecule.

The identification of two sequences with similarity to the exon 2 region of TIGR

suggests that the domain may be due to an insertion event, further supporting our

hypothesis that the relationship between TIGR and olfactomedin extends into the exon 1

region of the molecule. Although the E-values and scores for these two alignments are

low (Figures 2-3 and 2-4), a more careful inspection of the alignment of the TIGR

sequences with the two families points to several residues conserved between the protease

inhibitor family and TIGR (Figure 2-6). The signature of the metalloprotease inhibitor

family (PR01274) includes thirteen conserved residues. Five of these are also conserved

in TIGR, as indicated by a “:” below the motif consensus. In addition, another seven

conserved residue types (..) within the signature and two additional conservations outside
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the signature motif, indicate that the similarity between TIGR and the inhibitor family

might be biologically significant. The signature of the CPS GATase family (PR00099)

also includes thirteen conserved residues. Only three of these 13 residues are conserved in

TIGR, suggesting that this similarity might not be significant.

A crystal structure is available for one of the members of the inhibitor family,

1SMP_I (Inh). The inhibitor structure is an eight-stranded antiparallel 3-barrel with up

down topology”. The mature inhibitor found after secretion into the periplasm is a 10

kDa protein. Inh is a thermostable, basic protein that inhibits serralysins including the 50

kDa protease from Serratia marcescens. Its five amino-terminal residues insert into the

active site cleft and additional interactions occur between the protease and several other

strands of the inhibitor. The interior of the molecule is a tightly packed hydrophobic core.

The region of the sequence that aligns with TIGR’s second exon includes three full

strands of the 3-barrel (s3, S4, and ss), part of strand 6, and the intervening loops between

the strands. Most of the loops are short, with the exception of the loop that includes helix

hB between strands 3 and 4. Given that the “active” part of the inhibitor is not included in

the region that aligns with TIGR, we cannot postulate the effect of this insertion on the

TIGR protein other than to say that it likely endows some new structural or functional

characteristic to the protein.

Our current evaluation of TIGR’s homology with olfactomedin and a detailed

analysis of the domain structure of the proteins reveal that the molecules appear to be

related throughout the N- and C-terminal domains, but that the exon 2 region of TIGR

may be unrelated to olfactomedin. The relationship between the TIGR13 sequence and

olfactomedin provides further evidence that TIGR may form high molecular weight
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oligomers via multiple intermolecular interactions including potential disulphide bonds at

both ends of the molecule and the leucine zipper interaction in exon 1. The correlation

between conserved motifs and disease-related mutations in human TIGR points toward

specific regions of the sequence that may prove to be essential to the structure or function

of the molecule. The high occurence of mutations in the exon 3 region may have

important implications for translocational processing” or the effects of mutations on

interactions with other cellular machinery. Additionally, the identification of a potential

homology between the exon 2 region and a metalloprotease inhibitor may provide

additional insights into the function of that region of TIGR and its effect on the overall

molecule in terms of its function in a normal or diseased state.
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Table 2-1. Search Tools and Parameters Used for Sequence Homology Searches.

Program

BLAST

FASTA

Source(URL)

NCBI BLAST

(http://www.ncbi/nlm/nih.gov/BLAST)

GenomeNet

(http://www.genome.ad.jp/SIT/)

WU-BLAST

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/cgi
bin/newblast2.pl?/)

WU-BLAST on socrates.ucsf.edu (no
URL)

GenomeNet

(http://www.genome.ad.jp/SIT/)
EBI

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/fasta3/)

Substitution
Matrices
BLOSUM62
BLOSUM80
PAM30
PAM70
BLOSUM62
BLOSUM80
PAM70
PAM250
BLOSUM62
BLOSUM90
PAM70
PAM250
PAM500
BLOSUM62
BLOSUM90

BLOSUM62
PAM250
BLOSUM62
BLOSUM80
PAM120
PAM250

Version

2.0.9

2.0.10

2.0MP
WashU

2.0a19M
P-WashU

3.2t07

3.2t09

Ref

1 I

9, 10

12

12
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Table 2-2. Summary of 21 non-disease-causing mutations in human TIGR and residues
conserved between TIGR and olfactomedin.

mutation exon conserved? reference

Phe-A Ser 1 In O Fingert
Gly12Arg 1 In O Fingert
Val18Leu 1 In O Fingert
Arg189Gln 1 nC) Fingert
CysgSer 1 In O Alward
Gln19His 1 In O Alward
ASn?3Ser 1 In O Alward
Ser203Phe 2 In O Alward

Gly252Arg 3 InO Rozsa
Gly367Arg 3 In O Suzuki
Lys398Arg 3 11O Fingert
Arg422Cys 3 InO Alward
Arg422His 3 In O Alward
Lyss00Arg 3 In O Alward
Tyr■ 73Cys 3 yes - type Alward
Val 495Ile 3 yes - type Alward
Arg82His 1 yes - partial Fingert
Arg76Lys 1 yes Alward
ValA02Ile 3 yes Fingert
Val229Met 3 yes Fingert
Ser425Pro 3 yes Alward



Table 2-3. Summary of 28 disease-causing mutations in human TIGR and residues
conserved between TIGR and olfactomedin.

mutation eXOn conserved? reference

Thr293Lys 3 InO Alward
Glu323Lys 3 InO Rozsa
Pro261 Ser 3 InO Alward

GQ367–368Val 3 InO Angius
Pro270Leu 3 InO Rozsa, Suzuki, Adam
Thr377Met 3 In O Alward
Ala A45Val 3 11O Alward
Val426Phe 3 InO Rozsa

Arg82Cys 1 yes - partial Alward
Thr353Ile 3 yes - partial Fingert
Gln237Arg 3 yes - type Stoilova
Arg470Cys 3 yes - type Alward
Ile477ASn 3 yes - type Alward, Rozsa
Ile477Ser 3 yes - type Adam
Ile499Phe 3 yes - type Adam
Ser393Arg 3 yes - type Fingert
Gly246Arg 3 yes Adam
Trp286Arg 3 yes Alward
Glu552Lys 3 yes Alward
Gly364Val 3 yes Alward, Stone
Asp380Gly/Ala 3 yes Alward
Lys423Glu 3 yes Raymond
Cys433Arg 3 yes Vasconcellos
Tyr437His 3 yes Alward, Stone
Ile465Met 3 yes Fingert
Pro481Thr 3 yes Fingert
Pro481Leu 3 yes Fingert
Asné80Lys 3 yes Adam
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Figure 2-1. Representation of the TIGR protein. The olfactomedin-related domains of

TIGR are shown in light shading (region of low conservation) and dark shading (region of

high conservation). Solid black lines indicate conserved cysteine residues. The thick

dashed lines indicate the conserved motifs shown in Figures 2-10, 2-11, and 2-12,

respectively. The leucine zipper region is highlighted; dark gray lines indicate conserved

leucine residues. Non-disease-associated polymorphisms are indicated by O’s and

disease-associated mutations are indicated by X's.

Region of low conservation Highly conserved region

Leucine
zipper

GDO Qg 2–’- O O XO XX XX XXX XO (.33%x XX Cº)

-º-º: ■ ->~

exon 2

inhibitor homology
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Figure 2-2. CLUSTALW alignment of TIGR, myosin, and rat olfactomedin with several

other leucine-rich or leucine-zipper-containing sequences. TIGR’s previously proposed

leucine zippers are highlighted in black. Based on the PROSITE leucine zipper definition

(L.{6}L.{6}L.{6}L), only the region from residue 116 to 177 (human TIGR) contains the

full-length leucine zipper signature. GenBank accession numbers for the sequences are as

follows: exon 1, gi3024209|sp|Q99972|MYOC_HUMAN; rat noel,

gi442368|gb|AAC04320.1; myosin, gill 27774|sp|P08799|MYS2_DICDI; L6202,

giló899664.gb|AAF31041.1|AC005893_12; plectin, gi?839650gb|AAF70372.1; coil,

gill 2006231|gb|AAG44798.1|AF272660 1.

exon1 . . . TESVASPNESSCPEQSQAMSVIHNLQRDSSTQRL TKAR---LssLESLLHQLT 103
rat noel . . . SWQVYSSAQDSEGRCICTVVAPQQTMCSRDARTKQLRQLLEKVQNMSQSIEVLDRRT 87
myosin . . . LEIRVEDMESELDEKKLALENLQNQKRSVEEKVRDLEEELQEEQ TLEKLKKKY 952
l62 02 . . . — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — EELQQRLDTATQQRA QVAR--- AEELQQRL 1212
plectin . . . — — — — — — — — — — — — — — VEQELTTLRLQLEETDHQKSILDEELQR---LKAEVTEAAR-- 2147
coil . . . — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — svLQEEFKPIHERLDRLEGTVAQ---LøEGQKALAR-- 82

exon 1 L–––DQAARPQETQEGLQRELGTLRR-E ;: RDr. EEKK-- 157rat noel QRDLQYVEKMENQMKGLESKFRQWEESHKQ QFKA. DELRPLI EYKADA 147
myosin E---EELEEMKRVNDGCSDTISREEK-IKDELQKEVEELTESFSEESKDKGVLEKTRV-- 1006
l6202 D–––TATQQRAELEA AADRDE-ARQ AEELQQRLDTATQQRA QVA—- 1266
plectin ----- QRSQVEEELFSWRVQMEELGK-LKARIEAE ILRDKDNTQR-–FLEEEAE-- 2197
coil ----- DVTELQEGQ RDV E-GokºRDV QDVSKLQQDVAELQEGQK-- 134

exon 1 ----RLRQE ESSSQEVARLRR--GQCPQTRDTARAVPPGSREV. . . 202
rat noel KLVLQFKEEVQNLTSVLNELQEEIGAYDY--DELQSRVSNLEERLRACMQ- . . . 195
myosin — — — —RLOSELD DSETKDKSELLR---QKKKLEEELKQVQEALAAE. . . 1.050
16202

- - - -
AEELQQRLDTATQQRAELEARVARLAADRDEARQQLAANAEE. . . 1313

plectin ––––KMKQVAEEAAR-LSVAAQEAARLRQ---LAEE---------------
- - -

2225

coil ----AL20DVAELQEGQKALQRDVAELQE--GQKALQRDVA-ELQEGQ--- . . . 175
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Figure 2-3. Exon 2 BLAST alignment with a metalloprotease inhibitor from Erwinia

carotovora (gi■ 733436|gb|AAD49576.1|AF141295_2[5733436]).

TIGR exon 2 STWNLDTLAFQELKSELTEVPASRILKESPSGY-LRSGEGDT
STW LD A Q LK L-EVPA + + P G L +G T

Erw. Carot. STWRLDGDA—QCLKVLLSEVPAG-—WRPTPDGITLTKAQGQT

Score = 57 (20.1 bits), Expect = 1. 1, P = 0. 66

Figure 2-4. Exon 2 BLAST alignment with carbamoyl-phosphate synthase small chain

(giš84877|sp|P38099 CARA PSESTI584877]) from Psedomonas stutzeri.

TIGR exon 2 STWNLDTLAFQELK-SEL––––––––––––––––––––––––
S WNL +T + E-H SEL

CARA PSEST SLWNLETDSHPEIPASELPYHVVAYDYGVKYNILRMLVARGC

TIGR exon 2 — — — — — — — EVPASRILKESPSG-YLRSGEGD
+ PAS L + P G +L +G GD

CARA_PSEST RVTVLPAQTPASEALALNPDGIFLANGPGD

Score = 36 (12.7 bits), Expect = 2. 3, Sum P (2) = 0.90

Figure 2-5. First 42 residues of TIGR exon 3 aligned by BLAST with residues 227

through 263 of the highest scoring olfactomedin sequence, COLFA

(gb|AAF40413.1|AF182815_1).

TIGR 245–287 CGELVWVGEPLTLRTAETITGKYGVWMRDPKPTYPYTQETTW
CG+L + +P.+T++T+ + ++G WM DP P + W

COLFA 227—263 CGKLTGISDPITIKTSGS--—RFGSWMTDPLA— — PEGENKVW

Score = 71 (25.0 bits), Expect = 0.48, P = 0.38
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Figure 2-6 and 2-7. CLUSTALW alignment of TIGR’s second exon with the two

sequences identified by sequence similarity searches. The motifs shown are the 70%

consensus motifs in each alignment are from the true positives identified as part of each

family in the SPRINT database. The “TIGR/motif match?” line indicates a [:]if the TIGR

sequences match a specific residue in the consensus motif, a [...] if the TIGR sequences

match the consensus pattern in the motif, and is left blank where the TIGR sequences do

not match the motif. Residue types used in the consensus motifs are as follows: h,

hydrophobic; 1, aliphatic; n, negative; o, alcohol; p, polar; s, small; t, turnlike; u, tiny.

2–6.

HUMAN TIGR LTEVPASRILKESPSGY-LRSGEGD-TG
BOVNE_TIGR

-

SQILKESPSGH-PRNEEGG-TG
MOUSE TIGR SQILKENPSGR-PRSKEGD
RAT_TIGR

-
LTEVPASQILK-NQSGH-PRSKEGD

Ser. Marces cens - G-AGPDGIALLQ
-

INH_PSEAE WRPTPAGIALLERGGLTLMLLG R
Aprl WFTEPDGLSI IG
eprl WSPTPDGH
Pse. Fluorescens
Erw. Carotovora

Pec. Chrysanthemi
1SMP_I

|

W R P
P DG-DTAcºokLLPEAEvG--wrpt

CltphL IhºhpangoulMotif Consensus Eug-Ds.A TDE
TIGR/motif match? 3 * • * ~ * 3 : • * ~ *

* * *motif 2 * * * * * * *motif 3 * * *

2-7.
HUMAN TIGR –STWNLDTLAFQ
BOVNE_TIGR —AKWNLENMDFQE
MOUSE_TIGR –SQWNLDTLAFQE
RAT_TIGR –SQWNLDTLAFQE
CARA METJA LIDCGVKLNIIRS
pir |C81296 VIDYGVKTNILNE
CARA PSEST AYDYGVKYNIL
CARA_PSEAE AYDYGVKLNILR
1A9X_B AYDFGAKRNIL
pir|T33716 AIDYGLKHNIL
gi |11465667 VIDFGVKLNILR
CAB89872. 1 | VVDFGLKHSILRE

- - - -

Motif Consensus sldhglKhMll R. . ---DGlhlSNGPGD
motif match? - - - 3 * : :

* * * motif 1 * * * * * * * motif 2 * * * *
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Figure 2-8. CLUSTALW alignment of the exon 1 region of human TIGR13 and the olfactomedins.

Sequence names in Figures 2-8 through 2-13 refer to the following sequences: 1) HTIGR, gi4557779

refNP_000252.1|myocilin (trabecular meshwork-induced glucocorticoid response protein) Homo sapiens];

2) RTIGR, dbj|BAA34199.1 (AB019393) myocilin [Rattus norvegicus); 3) BTIGR, dbj|BAA82152.1|

(AB027758) myocilin/trabecular meshwork inducible glucocorticoid response protein [Bos taurus]; 4)

MTIGR, giló754786 reflnP_034995.1|myocilin (trabecular meshwork-induced glucocorticoid response

protein) [Mus musculus]; 5) COLFA, gb|AAF40413.1|AF182815_1 (AF182815) neuronal olfactomedin

related ER localized protein [Gallus gallus]; 6) ROLFA, gi442368|gb|AAC04320.1 neuronal olfactomedin

related ER localized protein - rat; 7) MOLFA, gb|AAB84058.1|(AF028740) olfactomedin [Mus musculus);

8) HOLFC, gb|AAD20056.1|(AF131839) Human neuronal olfactomedin related ER localized protein

[Homo sapiens]; 9) FOLFA, splC)07081|OLFM_RANCA OLFACTOMEDIN PRECURSOR

(OLFACTORY MUCUS PROTEIN).

HTIGR
-

DVG-— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — - 34

COLFA MSVPLLKIGVWLSTMAMITNWMSQTLPSLVGLNTTKLTAASGGTLDRS 48
ROLFA

-
St. L GT--------------------------- EL 20

MOLFA SILL GT--— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — EL 20
HOLFC MWPLTVPPPLLL LECSGL--------------------------- AG 20

FOLFA MyTcLLTEM.IHºAAFVA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

19

HTIGR : SGRCQYTFSVASPNESSCPEQSQ-g TKARLS 93COLFA TGVLPTNPEESWQVYSSAQDSEGRCI AP-Q VQNMSQ 106
ROLFA LPTNPEESWQVYSSAQDSEGRCICTVVAP-QQ QNMSQ 78

MOLFA
º: ESWQVYSSAQDMEGRCI AP-QQ QNMSQ 78

HOLFC Q ■ º EGWQLyTSAQAPDGKCICTAVIP-A
- - QNVSQ 77

FOLFA — — — — — QN----- A--TGILEGKDHCVSEVLLPDSSFPAKRVGALEDETIRLSNRVEDEMO 67

HTIGR | 'AARPQE-TQ RELGTERRERDO 150

COLFA * -
Q sº [K 166

ROLFA
-

Q sº 138
MOLFA Q TKFKQWEESHKOHLARQ º 138

HOLFC SME
-

LMRSEDAQERAADGSLS---AKSFQEE; 134
FOLFA (LEEQDIILDT---YSEKIINLTRRVEYLEKLHPESLV---EISFEVEK 121

HTIGR 202
COLFA 226
ROLFA 198
MOLFA 198
HOLFC 194
FOLFA 181
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Figure 2-9. Alignment of the exon 2 and exon 3 regions of TIGR with the olfactomedin family.
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Figure 2-10 through 2-13. Conserved motifs in TIGR and Olfactomedin N-terminal sequences. Motifs

were identified either by multiple alignment of TIGR13 sequences with the olfactomedin sequences (as in

Figure 2-8) or by the MEME motif discovery tool, except Figure 2-13. The residual leucine zipper and

highly conserved residues are highlighted in black. Additional conserved residues are highlighted in dark

gray. In D, the residues at the beginning of the exon 3 region are underlined.

2-10. Motif 1 (GIRKICXXT} in N-terminal domain.
MOLFA 31 I APQQTM
ROLFA 31 I APQQTM
COLFA 59 I APQQTM
HTIGR 33 FSVASPNES
RTIGR 32 FTVASPSES
MTIGR 19 FTVASPNES
BTIGR 19 FSVASPSES

HOLFC 30
- I VIPAQST

FOLFA 18 VAQNATGILAGKD CEVLLPDSSFPAK

2-11. Motif 2 {SXEXL} in N-terminal domain
MOLFA 66 LRQL VQNMSQSIEVLDR

ROLFA 66 LRQL Yº...º.
COLFA 94 LRQLLEKVQNMSQSIEVLDR
HTIGR 81 QRL TKARLSSLESLLH
RTIGR 80 QHA STKAR
MTIGR 67 QHA STKAR
BTIGR 67 QRA STKARLSSLEALLH
HOLFC 65 Kºsº.
FOLFA 55

HTIGR 127
RTIGR 126
MTIGR 113
BTIGR 113
COLFA 143
ROLFA 115
MOLFA 115

HOLFC 111 DGSLsAKSFQ
FOLFA 91 EYLEKLHPES

2-13. Exon 2 region of TIGR aligned with olfactomedin.
HTIGR 203 ST FQELKSELTEVPASRILKESPSGYLRSGEGDTGCG
RTIGR 202 SQ FQELKSELTEVPASQILK-NQSGHPRSKEGDKGCG
BTIGR 189 AK DFQELKSELTEVPASQIEKESPSGHPRNEEGGTGCG
MTIGR 189 SQ FQELKSELTEVPASQILKENPSGRPRSKEGDKGCG
COLFA 200 GA NRVSNLEERLRACMOKLA— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — CG
ROLFA 172 GA SRVSNLEERLRACMOKL.A.--------------- CG
MOLFA 172 GA QSRVSNLEERLRACMQKLA--------------- CG
HOLFC 168 GAYG QRVMALEARLHACAQ:KLG--------------- CG
FOLFA 155 DKNNVLQAKREIVNLKKRLVDC KAKPS--LMVPLGSCQHQ
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Chapter III - A multi-domain TIGR/Olfactomedin protein family with

conserved structural similarity in the N-terminal region and several

conserved motifs in the C-terminal region.
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ABSTRACT

PURPOSE. Based on the similarity between the TIGR and olfactomedin protein families

identified throughout the length of the TIGR protein, we have attempted to identify more

distantly related proteins in order to determine the elements essential to the

function/structure of the TIGR and olfactomedin proteins.

METHODS. TIGR and olfactomedin sequences were used in a “sequence walk” method

and with the Shotgun program to identify more distantly related sequences. Sequence

similarities were evaluated by pairwise and multiple sequence alignments. Multiple

sequence alignments and secondary structure analyses were used to identify conserved

sequence elements. The correlation between conserved elements and disease-associated

mutations and apparent polymorphisms in human TIGR was examined.

RESULTS. A larger family including 31 olfactomedin-domain-containing (ODC)

sequences was identified. Pairwise identity in the olfactomedin domains ranges from 8%

to 64%, with an average pairwise identity of 24%. The N-terminal regions of the proteins

fall into two subgroups - one including the TIGR and olfactomedin families and another

group of apparently unrelated domains. The TIGR and olfactomedin sequences display

conserved motifs including a residual leucine zipper region, and maintain a similar

secondary structure throughout the N-terminal region. A group of chitinase sequences

contain several of the conserved motifs identified in the C-terminal region of the ODC

Sequences.

CONCLUSIONS. Several residues have been identified as essential to the function

and/or structure of the human TIGR protein based on their degree of conservation across

the family and their implication in the pathogenesis of POAG. A potentially related
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INTRODUCTION

Previous work in our lab has established that the relationship between the TIGR

and olfactomedin proteins is evident not only in the C-terminal “olfactomedin domain”,

but also in the N-terminal domain of both proteins. Although the N-terminal domain is

highly divergent', the C-terminal olfactomedin domain is highly conserved among the

TIGR and olfactomedin proteins. In order to identify sequence elements important to the

structure and function of this family in a broader context, a more divergent set of

sequences must be evaluated’.

Karavanich and Anholt first compared the olfactomedin-related proteins from rat,

mouse, human, and frog and identified several conserved motifs. The pairwise identities

between these sequences ranged from 22 to 98% identical. Upon identification of the

human TIGR protein's homology with olfactomedin, Nguyen et al.’ confirmed that TIGR

possessed several of the motifs identified by Karavanich and Anholt. Rozsa et al.”

extended their evaluations to a slightly more divergent set of proteins, including a rat

latrophilin sequence and a human olfactomedin-related sequence.

Subsequently, Kulkarni et al’ have identified a human olfactomedin gene family

of which TIGR/myocilin is one member. The members of this family, designated

HOLFA, HOLFB, HOLFC, HOLFD, and HTIGR, are distributed in various tissue types.

For example, HOLFB is expressed in pancreatic and prostate tissues and HOLFC is

expressed in cerebellum. In their study, the researchers concentrated their analysis on the

olfactomedin domain of the sequences due to extreme differences in sequence lengths

among the olfactomedin-related proteins. When the evolutionary relationships between

these domains are evaluated, HOLFA and HOLFC appear to be phylogenetically related,
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as do HOLFB and HOLFD. TIGR/myocilin appears to belong to a separate subgroup. In

addition to the human gene family, Kulkarni et al. examined 13 other human and non

human sequences, including latrophilins and several ESTs.

In this study, we have extended the analysis of the human olfactomedin-related

gene family. Despite continued interest in the olfactomedin domain containing (ODC)

proteins, the native function has not been determined for any of these proteins.

Presumably, sequence elements conserved across long evolutionary times are likely to be

essential to the structural or functional success of a protein family". In order to elucidate

potential sequence epitopes important to the native functions of the TIGR sequence, we

have attempted to identify a larger, more diverse family of related sequences (<30%

identical). Based on this larger set, we have identified conserved sequence motifs that

may be key to the function or structure of the family. Using these motifs, we have also

identified a family of proteins that may be distantly related to the TIGR and olfactomedin

proteins.

METHODS

Identification of new sequences. Beginning with Kulkarni’s set of 18 olfactomedin

related sequences, plus several TIGR and olfactomedin orthologs (a total of 22 sequences

after sequences more than ~75% identical were removed), we used each sequence to

query the GenBank databases to identify additional ODC sequences. From this diverse

set, we searched the databases using the individual region of each protein that aligned

with each of the three exon regions of TIGR. We then evaluated the output from these

searches using Shotgun', to identify hits that are found by multiple query sequences.
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Shotgun hits were evaluated based on their sequence similarity with our initial set (using

both pairwise and multiple alignments) to determine if they could be related sequences.

The newly accepted sequences were used to query GenBank, these data were added to

our set of database output, and the Shotgun search was repeated.

Secondary structure prediction. Several programs are currently available for predicting

secondary structure from sequence. Since these algorithms employ different methods for

prediction, they can result in contradictory results. To maximize the accuracy of our

predictions, we used Jpredº (http://barton.ebi.ac.uk/), a server that incorporates

information from several programs including PHD, PREDATOR, and ZPRED. Jpred can

predict secondary structure for single sequences or multiple alignments, thus

incorporating evolutionary data in addition to the primary sequence. The server calculates

a consensus secondary structure from the individual predictions thereby increasing the

accuracy.

The Jpred server can perform a multiple sequence alignment on a set of unaligned

sequences, and provide predictions based on that alignment. Alternately, a set of aligned

sequences may be submitted for secondary structure prediction. Multiple alignments are

sensitive to the composition of the sequences included in the alignment". In order to

evaluate our hypothesis that the ODC sequences are related in the N-terminal region and,

hence, have similar structures, several separate predictions were made. All of the

sequences containing a domain N-terminal to the olfactomedin domain were aligned

using CLUSTALW’. The olfactomedin, TIGR, and latrophilin groups were each

submitted separately to Jpred. The remaining sequences were submitted individually. The
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similarity between the sequences in the C-terminal region of TIGR (i.e., the

“olfactomedin domain”) is significantly greater than that of the rest of the molecule.

Thus, the entire set of C-terminal sequences was submitted together for prediction of this

region’s secondary structure.

Conservations in the C-terminal domain. The sequences identified by Kulkarni and the

new sequences identified in our analysis have olfactomedin domains ranging in length

from 29 residues for the shortest EST sequence to 272 residues for the longest protein. To

identify conserved residues within the olfactomedin domain, we partitioned the domain

into 9 segments, delineated primarily by multiple-residue insertions in one or more

sequences resulting in a column of gaps in the aligned sequences. For each segment,

redundant members (>75% identity) were removed prior to identification of conserved

residues using the JalView sequence-editing program

(http://cicinus.ebi.ac.uk:6543/jalview/). The human TIGR protein was added back to each

segment for comparison after the analysis was complete.

Evaluation of the chitinase sequence relationship. The GenTHREADER fold

recognition program (access via PSIpred, v2.0 protein structure prediction server at

http://insulin.brunel.ac.uk/ psipred■ ) was also used to evaluate the relationship between

the chitinase family and the ODC sequences. The program uses a sequence profile

method to generate an alignment between the query sequence and a template structure.

The proposed structural model is evaluated using a threading-based technique to produce

scores for the initial sequence profile alignment, the number of aligned residues, length of
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the target sequence, length of the template protein sequence, the pairwise energy sum,

and the solvation energy sum. A neural network combines these scores into a single

measure ranging from 0 to 1. For each target sequence submitted, GenTHREADER

returns ten predicted structures with a score and a confidence level for each (ranging from

“certain” to “guess”). Sixteen of the ODC sequences were submitted for analysis,

resulting in 160 structure predictions.

RESULTS

New sequences. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show the C-terminal and N-terminal domains,

respectively, of human TIGR (HTIGR), chicken olfactomedin (COLFA), frog

olfactomedin (FOLFA), and bovine latrophilin (BLAT1) aligned with the new sequences

identified in our searches. While most of the sequences span the full length of TIGR and

olfactomedin, several are restricted to either terminal end of the alignment. No sequences

were identified spanning only the central (i.e., exon 2) region of the TIGR molecule. The

newly identified sequences from this work are described in Table 3-1.

Several of these sequences are interesting in the context of the larger family of

olfactomedin-domain-containing (ODC) proteins. MKIDN, for example, shows

significant similarity to the TIGR proteins; however, a large central region of the TIGR

molecule is “missing” in the MKIDN sequence. MKIDN aligns with HTIGR from

residue 3 through residue 85 in the exon 1 region. After a 336-residue gap, spanning the

leucine zipper and exon 2 regions of TIGR, the alignment continues for the last ~150

residues of TIGR’s third exon. On the other hand, the homology between TIGR and

JOLHN includes regions from each of the three exon regions of TIGR. HEST3 is most
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similar to HOLFC and HOLFF is most similar to the frog olfactomedin (FOLFA). The

remaining sequences are equally divergent from both the TIGR and olfactomedin

sequences, but do appear to be evolutionarily related to the group.

Consistent with the conclusions of Karavanich and Anholt' and Kulkarni et al.’,

the C-terminal region is well conserved and appears to have evolved slowly,

predominantly via point mutations; the N-terminal region, on the other hand, seems to

have evolved more quickly. Due to the different apparent rates of evolution between the

ends of the molecule, we have analyzed these two regions separately.

N-terminal region. Figure 3-2 shows a CLUSTALW alignment of a

representative set of the N-terminal regions of the Kulkarni sequences, olfactomedins and

TIGR orthologs, and all of the sequences we have identified in this work containing an

N-terminal region. In this region, the similarity between the JOLHN, MKIDN, HOLFE,

HOLFF, and HOLFC sequences and the remaining olfactomedin and TIGR sequences is

evident. The GXCXXT consensus motif is clear in these sequences as well as the TIGR

and olfactomedin sequences. Also, several of the sequences possess a “residual” leucine

zipper or a leucine-rich region in their N-terminus. Figure 3-2 also shows the obvious

disparity between the latrophilins (represented by BLAT1), DOLFA, and WOLF2 and

the remaining sequences. These proteins lack the GXCXXT motif as well as a residual

LR/LZ region.

In our pursuit of distantly related sequences that might be part of a

TIGR/olfactomedin superfamily, we searched for homology to the N-terminal region of

the sequences shown in Figure 3-2. Our congruence analysis, using Shotgun, did not

identify any distantly related sequences with significant similarity to the set other than
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their leucine-rich/leucine-zipper regions. In fact, the list of Shotgun hits consisted

primarily of sequences with leucine-rich or leucine-zipper regions. The hits included

proteins such as myosin, plectin, kinesin, tropomyosin, and several other coiled-coil

sequences. Our previous work (Chapter II) has shown that this similarity does not appear

to be sufficient basis to infer an evolutionary relationship.

Comparison of secondary structure predictions. In distantly related proteins,

structure is often more highly conserved than sequence". Although proteins sharing 30%

sequence identity are expected to exhibit the same fold structure, many proteins with

statistically insignificant sequence similarity may also have similar folds".”. Since the

coiled-coil structure and LR/LZ domain appeared to be the basis for the similarity

between our query sequences and their Shotgun hits, we decided to evaluate our

sequences based on their structures. 3D structural information is not available for any of

these sequences; hence we compared the predicted secondary structures for the proteins.

Since the composition of a set of sequences can significantly affect a multiple

alignment and, hence, the resultant secondary structure prediction, several separate

predictions were made for the N-terminal region. The TIGR-like sequences (HTIGR,

BTIGR, RTIGR, MTIGR, and MKIDN), the olfactomedin-like sequences (ROLFA,

MOLFA, and COLFA), and the latrophilin sequences (BLAT1, BLAT3, HLAT2,

PLAT2, RCL2B, and RCL 3) were each submitted separately for secondary structure

predictions. Figure 3-2 shows a representative sequence from each prediction with the

secondary structure elements -- helices and beta strands -- indicated for each group. The

sequences that did not clearly fall into one of these groups were also submitted

individually to confirm their predictions were consistent with the larger group.
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The predicted secondary structures confirm the results of the sequence

alignments; DOLFA, WOLF2, and the latrophilins appear to be part of groups separate

from that of the olfactomedin- and TIGR-related sequences. All three sequences

(DOLFA, WOLF2, and BLAT1) are primarily sheet-like in the N-terminal region. The

TIGR- and olfactomedin-related sequences are all primarily helical. Although there are

differences in the initiation and termination of the helices and sheets in the separate

predictions, the predictions are quite similar for the TIGR- and olfactomedin-related

sequences. JOLHN, HOLFE, and HOLFF are also predicted to be predominantly helical

in the N-terminal region.

C-terminal region. Secondary structure of the C-terminal region. We also used Jpred to

predict the secondary structure of the C-terminal region. The entire family of ODC

sequences aligned by CLUSTALW was submitted to the Jpred server. Each program

predicted that the majority of this domain is composed of beta sheets, with only a few

very short helical regions as shown in Figure 3-3 for the HTIGR sequence. The figure

also includes the N-terminal region of TIGR to highlight the explicit difference in the

predicted structures of the two domains.

Conserved sequence elements. In the carboxy-terminal “olfactomedin domain”, our

analysis included 32 sequences described previously and in the current work. Karavanich

and Anolt identified 5 conserved motifs in this domain; however, these motifs were

assessed using only four sequences -- rat, mouse, and frog olfactomedin and an EST from

C. elegans. Our analysis of a larger evolutionarily divergent collection of sequences has
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enabled us to specify a more stringent set of conserved residues that might be used to

recognize more distant members of this group.

As discussed previously, we divided the olfactomedin domain into 9 segments for

our analysis and then removed redundant sequences to <75% identity. The conserved

motifs within each of the nine segments are shown in Figure 3-4. Segments 2 and 4 are

not shown because they did not contain any residues strongly conserved by identity or by

type. Some of the motifs shown in Figure 3-4 may appear to include sequences with

higher than 75% identity. The “75% sequence identity comparison and the identification

of conserved residues were performed on the entire segment, rather than just the

conserved portions shown in the figure. For example, in region 1, BLAT1 and BLAT3

are 100% identical (HQSGAWCKDPL); however, the surrounding sequences in segment

1 are more divergent (<75% identical). The exception to this rule is the HTIGR sequence.

In order to maintain a consistent reference sequence throughout the comparison and since

we were primarily interested in the relationship of the other family members to the

HTIGR sequence, it was added back to the alignments after the conservation analyses

were completed.

Five residues within the nine segments of the olfactomedin domain are

completely conserved across all of the sequences (excluding those not present in a

particular segment). Three of these conservations occur in segment 1 (G268, W270, and

D273 in the HTIGR sequence); one in segment 5 (E380); and one in segment 9 (N480).

Several of the highlighted motifs were identified by Karavanich and Anholt' and Nguyen

et al.”. The additional evolutionary information included in our divergent alignment helps

to clarify the residues that have been conserved across evolutionary time. For instance,
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the DXDXXXDEGLW motif is not as well conserved across our whole set of ODC

sequences as it is among the olfactomedin and TIGR sequences alone.

One of the most extensive conserved motifs does not contain any fully conserved

residues. The area containing the cysteine shown to be involved in the formation of

oligomers in olfactomedin and believed to be involved in dimerization in TIGR (C433,

region 7) has no fully conserved residues. This surprising result is due primarily to the

presence of two sequences -- HEST4 and ZEST2. The ZEST2 sequence is consistent with

the conserved motif, with the exception of an arginine in place of the conserved cysteine.

While the HEST4 sequence possesses a cysteine in the conserved position, the

surrounding residues do not match the motif. Both HEST4 and ZEST2 are EST

sequences and contain nonsense codons upstream of this motif. Future studies should

investigate the accuracy of these sequences in this region.

Comparison of HTIGR mutations and conserved residues. Presumably, sequence

elements essential to the function or structure of a family of evolutionarily related

proteins should be more highly conserved than less essential elements. When functional

or structural information is available for a family of proteins, differences among the

proteins can be useful for determining which conserved residues are key elements in its

function or structure”. Partially conserved or divergent residues, which impart differences

in function or structure, may also be identified.

Since the normal function and 3D structure of the TIGR and olfactomedin protein

families have not been elucidated, another source of information must be found. Rozsa et

al" evaluated the effects of mutations on the predicted secondary structure in several
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TIGR/olfactomedin-related proteins (HTIGR, MTIGR, FOLFA, ROLFA, HOLFA, and

RCL2B). The predicted effects of these mutations on the secondary structure of human

TIGR provide some insight into the pathogenesis of glaucoma. Likewise, our previous

work examined mutations in light of the evolutionary relationship between the TIGR

(HTIGR, MTIGR, RTIGR, BTIGR) and olfactomedin (COLFA, ROLFA, FOLFA,

HOLFC, and MOLFA) sequences. Evaluating HTIGR mutations in terms of the

conserved sequence elements across a more diverse set of sequences should provide

additional understanding of the structural and functional characteristics of the ODC

family. The comparison of disease-associated mutations versus non-disease-associated

polymorphisms in terms of their degree of conservation as the family has evolved may

help to elucidate those residues/motifs that are functionally or structurally essential.

We compared 11 polymorphisms and 27 mutations catalogued by several

researchers *** to the fully- and partially-conserved residues in our alignment of the

ODC C-terminal domains. Table 3-2 provides a summary of each segment of the

alignment, including the fully conserved residues within the region, each variant in the

region, whether or not the variant has been shown to be associated with glaucoma, and

whether or not the wild-type residue is conserved (partially or fully) within our family.

Overall, mutations and polymorphisms are evenly distributed across the

alignment; however, as shown in Figure 3-5, they do tend to occur in “clumps” of

variants concentrated in a particular group of residues leaving several “variant-free”

regions within the sequence. Interestingly, the first 30% of the alignment contains only

about 1% of the currently known mutations (i.e., disease-related variants). More than a

third (37%) of the mutations occur in residues that are not conserved across the family of
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sequences examined here. Another 37% occur in partially conserved residues, while the

remaining 26% occur in highly or completely conserved residues.

Identification of a potential superfamily. In addition to the BLAST searches,

congruence analysis, and structural analysis completed for each of the sequences

identified in this work, we used PSI-BLAST" to search for additional distantly related

sequences. The hits returned for most sequences were closely related to the other

members of the family shown in Figure 3-1. Our queries using the COLFA, HOLFC, and

ROLFA sequences all identified a chitinase A enzyme (gb|AAC79665.1) from the marine

bacterium Pseudoalteromonas sp. in the second iteration results; however, the sequence

was removed from the PSI-BLAST search after the second iteration due to its high E

value. Figure 3-6 shows the alignment of the chitinase sequence with the three

olfactomedin proteins (COLFA, ROLFA, and HOLFC).

The chitinase A sequence is a member of the glycosyl hydrolases family 18. This

family includes a highly diverse assembly of chitinase sequences, some of which are

multi-domain proteins and others that no longer retain their enzymatic function. Although

the glycosyl hydrolase family 18 domain in each of the sequences maintains the same

overall TIM-barrel structure, the sequence identity can be extremely low -- as low as 15%

identity for several chitinase structures compared by Terwisscha Van Scheltinga and

colleagues *. In a set of six highly divergent sequences from family 18, Terwisscha Van

Scheltinga identified two highly conserved motifs within the proteins including only 5

fully conserved residues.

As would be expected, several subgroups can be identified in family 18 of the

glycosyl hydrolases. Functionally, the subgroups include chitinases, chitobiases, and
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chitinase-related/oviduct-specific (OSG) glycoproteins”. Within these groups, additional

categories can be found with varying numbers of domains and large insertions/deletions

in their sequences. For example, the chitinase A enzyme identified by our searches is part

of a group of sequences with at least three separate domains -- a fibronectin-like, chitin

binding domain, the glycosyl hydrolase family 18 domain, and a C-terminal domain of

unknown function. The PSI-BLAST searches identified putatively shared motifs near the

end of the family 18 domain and at the beginning of the C-terminal domain. Figure 3-7

shows a cartoon representation of the alignment between the ODC sequences, chitinase

A, and the sequence of 1EDQA, a known chitinase structure.

Several ‘75% identical homologs of AC79665.1 were identified by querying

GenBank with the sequence identified in our PSI-BLAST searches. After removing one

of the sequences with 63% identity, the maximum pairwise identity among the set was

reduced to ~40%. Several conserved motifs are highlighted including motifs completely

conserved across our collection of ODC sequences. Figure 3-8 shows the alignment of

the ODC sequences with the chitinase homologs at ~40% identity. While none of the five

residues completely conserved in the ODC sequences are conserved in the alignment,

several partially conserved residues are present. The partially conserved

DXDXXXDEGLW signature is evident in Figure 3-8. The conserved Asp380 is not

conserved within the chitinase sequences; however, the remainder of the motif is present,

with the addition of a 4-residue insert in the ‘XXX' region. The second conserved region

includes the highly conserved C433, G434, and Y437 residues. C433 is replaced by a

conserved aliphatic residue in the chitinases, while G434 is completely conserved across

both groups. Y437, however, is conserved by type degree of hydrophobicity across both
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the ODC proteins and the chitinases. The third motif includes several conservative

substitutions including two conserved tyrosines (Y479 and Y487), a conserved

tryptophan (W489), and two conserved Asn/Asp residues (N480 and D490).

To further investigate the relationship with the chitinase family, fold predictions

were made using the GenTHREADER fold recognition program. Despite the low levels

of sequence identity, if the ODC and chitinase sequences are related, they would likely

share a common fold. If the families are, in fact, unrelated, fold predictions may provide

some insight into the functions of conserved and variant regions within the ODC family.

Sixteen of the ODC sequences were analyzed via the GenTHREADER fold

recognition server. Each analysis returns ten model PDB structures, resulting in a total of

160 predictions for the 16 ODC sequences. For each prediction, GenTHREADER

determines a single score (between 0 and 1) and the confidence level for the score

(ranging from “certain” to “guess”). The ability to predict the fold for a sequence

assumes that the protein's fold is represented by one of the presently known folds and

that it is evolutionarily related to a known structure”.

The 160 predicted structures were compiled and the fold for each was identified

using either the CATH".” (http://www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/bsm/cath_new) or SCOP”

(http://scop.berkeley.edu/) database. For predictions where the alignment included more

than one domain of a multi-domain structure, both fold descriptions were included in the

final list. The most frequently occurring predictions were the 3-sandwich (22.5%) and the

fl-propellor (14.4%). Of the 160 predictions, only one was made at a marginal confidence

level. The other 159 predictions were described as a “guess” (<40% confidence level).

Despite these low confidence levels, the high prediction frequency for the 3-sandwich
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and 3-propellor folds may provide some indication of the true fold family to which these

proteins belong. For example, the predicted occurrence of the 3-sandwich fold in the

Mycoplasma genitalium genome is less than 3%” compared to 22% of the predictions for

the ODC family falling into this architecture.

Upon examination of the sequence-structure alignments provided for each

prediction, we noted that the alignment with the 3-propellor structures typically included

no more than four blades of the propellor. Also, the 3-sandwich structures did not

typically encompass the entire C-terminal domain, suggesting that either the ancestry

shared between the ODC proteins and the predicted structures is too distant or the ODC

structure is not represented by the current known folds. The most notable commonality

among the predictions is the prevalence of multiple, small (3 to 4 strand) B-sheets within

the structures. This trend is consistent with the mainly 3-strand secondary structure

predictions.

DISCUSSION

In this work we have identified several new members of the olfactomedin/TIGR

family. These new sequences, which are more divergent that the previous set of

olfactomedin or TIGR proteins, have provided additional information regarding the

evolutionary relationships within the family. We have also identified a potentially related

family encompassing the glycosyl hydrolase domain of several chitinases.

Analysis of the amino-terminal region. The addition of the new sequences to our

analysis has provided additional support that the olfactomedin and TIGR proteins are
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related throughout the length of the molecule rather than only in the olfactomedin domain

in the C-terminus. Motifs identified in our previous studies (manuscript in preparation,

2001) are also present in the new additions. In Figure 3-2 the GXCXXT motif and the

leucine-rich/leucine-zipper regions of the sequences are highlighted. All of the

olfactomedin- and TIGR-related sequences possess a residual leucine zipper aligned with

TIGR’s leucine zipper. The additional sequences have also helped to correct errors in

previous alignments. Our previous alignments of the N-terminal region included a

[AV]LEEIEY]K motif spanning residues 151 through 156 in HTIGR and 135 through

140 in MOLFA. With the addition of the new sequences, that region appears to be only

partially conserved among the HTIGR, COLFA and HOLFC proteins and is significantly

more divergent among the other sequences.

In addition to the support from our sequence analysis, structural analysis of the N

terminal regions provides additional support that these sequences are related. As

discussed above, our Shotgun analysis revealed mostly leucine-rich/leucine-zipper

sequence hits such as myosin, kinesin, and other coiled-coil proteins. Coupled with the

previous identification of a residual leucine zipper in the N-terminal region of the

olfactomedins, the analysis suggested that conserved elements might be evident in the

secondary structure rather than the primary structure. Since the evolutionary relationship

between the TIGR and olfactomedin-like sequences appears to be distant, we completed

predictions for each set separately, as well as in combination with the other sequences

that don’t clearly fit into either category. Our secondary structure predictions confirm that

the helical nature of the N-terminal region is conserved in the olfactomedin-like and the
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TIGR-like sequences. As shown in Figure 3-2, the predicted structure for both groups is

predominantly helical with a limited strand region at the very beginning of the sequence.

The latrophilins, on the other hand, are mostly strand-like in the N-terminal

region. These proteins are transmembrane G-protein coupled receptors with large

extracellular amino-terminal regions containing the olfactomedin domain. The family is

also characterized by several splice variants. It is likely that the olfactomedin domain in

these proteins is the only domain related to the olfactomedins. The drastically different 3

strand nature of the region preceding the olfactomedin domain would appear to support

this conclusion.

Rozsa et al" used the Chou-Fasman” (CF) and Garnier-Osguthorpe-Rosman”

(GOR) algorithms to predict the secondary structure of the wild-type and allelic variants

of TIGR with glaucoma-associated mutations. Although both CF and GOR predicted the

N-terminal region of TIGR to be a mixture of helical and strand regions, it is

predominantly helical. Likewise, although their C-terminal prediction contains both

strands and helices, the composition is primarily strands. Several of the programs used by

the Jpred server for the prediction of secondary structure have improved significantly on

the accuracy of predictions over those obtained with CF or GOR. The Jpred prediction, a

consensus of multiple secondary structure predictions, improves the average prediction

accuracy to 72.9%". Based on these improvements, the differences in the prediction of

TIGR’s secondary structure between Rozsa and our work are not surprising.

In our previous work, we hypothesized that the exon 2 region of TIGR was the

result of an insertion event into a distant olfactomedin relative. Our current analysis has

revealed two additional pieces of evidence in support of this hypothesis. The JOLHN
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sequence is the first non-olfactomedin sequence we have identified that is clearly related,

yet significantly divergent from TIGR in the N-terminal region (32% ID). JOLHN aligns

with TIGR’s exon 1 region through the end of the leucine zipper. After a large gap (27

aa's), the alignment resumes in the middle of exon 2. Additionally, alignment with the

divergent set of olfactomedins (COLFA, HEST3, HOLFC, FOLFA, and HOLFF) also

results in a large gap (30 aa's) after the end of the leucine zipper. The alignment resumes

for a short region in the middle of exon 2 suggesting the presence of large insertions in

the exon 2 region.

Analysis of the carboxy-terminal domain. Our analysis of the C-terminal region of the

sequences shown in Figure 3-1 reveals several significant findings. The predicted

secondary structure of the C-terminal regions of the family appears to be completely

different from that of the N-terminal region, evidence of the multi-domain structure of

this family. Multiple alignments of these sequences revealed several conserved motifs

that might be used to confirm additional members of this family. In particular, the motifs

in segments 1, 5, and 7 and the short [YN]NIPAS] motif in segment 9 are highly

conserved within the family.

Since neither functional nor structural information is available for any of the

sequences included in our analysis, we used HTIGR mutation data to evaluate the

significance of conserved and non-conserved residues within our collected family of

sequences. From our comparison, it is possible to identify residues which may be

important to some functional or structural characteristic specific to the TIGR family of

proteins, as well as residues that might be essential in the overall structural or functional
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characteristics of the entire family of sequences. For example, as shown in Table 3-3,

Cys433 is almost completely conserved in segment 7. The C433R mutation has been

shown to be associated with glaucoma in 7 out of 25 unrelated Brazilian patients with

JOAG” suggesting that some key functional or structural role has been disrupted by this

substitution. Interestingly, one of the zebrafish EST sequences (ZEST2) contains an

arginine aligning with Cys433 of HTIGR. The W286R mutation, on the other hand,

occurs in a residue conserved only within the TIGR and latrophilin sequences, perhaps

indicating an important role for this residue in these two families. Similarly, T293K

occurs in the region of an apparent insertion in the TIGR proteins that is absent from the

remaining sequences. Table 3-3 provides a summary of other conserved and non

conserved HTIGR mutations that may highlight regions that are important to the protein's

overall function.

Polymorphisms in the HTIGR sequence are also summarized in Table 3-3. Not

surprisingly, over 60% of the observed polymorphisms actually occur in non-conserved

residues. Most polymorphisms in conserved residues appear to be relatively conservative

substitutions, e.g. V329M and V402I. The non-diseased associated phenotype of these

changes is consistent with the assumption that a moderate change in a single amino acid

will not drastically affect the local structure or function of the molecule. Unlike the

V495I, V329M, and V402I variants, S425P is a non-conservative substitution in a

partially conserved motif and might be expected to impact the success of the TIGR

molecule. The fact that this variant is not disease-associated may warrant further

investigation to confirm its status as a polymorphism.
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Another interesting result of our analysis is the identification of two large regions

where disease-causing mutations in conserved residues appear to be concentrated. The

clustering of mutations in residues 360 to 380 and 477 to 481 may indicate regions in

which to focus efforts to further understand the function/structure of the ODC proteins.

The chitinase family. In addition to the family of ODC sequences, we have identified

another family of sequences that also appear to be part of a putative superfamily

including the ODC's. Chitinase A, a type II chitinase (glycosylase family 18), is a

modular protein with a catalytic domain, a chitin binding domain, and a third domain of

unknown function. The region that aligns with the olfactomedin family occurs in the

catalytic domain of the molecule. The catalytic motif for chitinase A (GVDLVDE in

sequence AAC79665.1), highlighted in Figure 3-8, occurs in the region of a large

insertion in our alignment, a likely indication that the similarity between chitinase and the

ODC proteins cannot include the enzymatic activity of the molecule.

When redundant sequences are removed from our set of ODC sequences, most

members of our set are 30% identical. Among these distantly related proteins, conserved

residues are likely to be structurally or functionally important to the protein". For

example, the DXADXXGXW motif present in the olfactomedin-related family and the

chitinase sequences likely represents some key functional or structural element within the

two families. Additional conserved residues and motifs, also highlighted in Figure 3-8,

probably represent equally essential residues.

In order to evaluate the importance of these residues, we used the original

chitinase A sequence to query the Brookhaven Protein DataBank to identify homologs

| A \
• *
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with known 3D structures. Our search revealed the 1EDQA structure, a recombinant

chitinase from Serratia marcescens. The enzyme includes three domains – a 3-sandwich,

Ig-like amino-terminal domain of unknown function, a catalytic O/B-TIM barrel domain,

and a small of H3-roll domain. The TIM barrel region includes most of the residues

putatively conserved between the ODC family and the chitinases.

Despite the low overall similarity between the ODC family and the chitinases,

some highly conserved motifs are shared by both sets of sequences. The most extensive

shared motif occurs in the hydrolase domain; however, several other putatively conserved

residues occur in the chitinase C-terminal domain. As mentioned previously, the chitinase

and chitinase-like proteins that are part of the glycosyl hydrolase family 18 often contain

large insertions/deletions in their sequences and include varying numbers of domains.

While the five sequences that we identified by our initial chitinase query search all

include the large domain C-terminal to the “glycosyl hydrolase family 18” domain, the

1EDQA structure and the other chitinase homolog structures do not. No homologous

structures have been identified for this domain.

Because the similarity between the ODC proteins and the chitinases is low, other

methods were used to evaluate the relationship. Results from the GenTHREADER

analyses agree with secondary structure predictions indicating that the C-terminal domain

of the ODC family is comprised primarily of 3-strands. The GenTHREADER results do

not confirm the relationship between the ODC’s and chitinase. Several chitinase

structures, all including an off-barrel (TIM barrel) domain, are available. None of the 160

GenTHREADER fold predictions identified any of the chitinase structures, although six

other proteins with TIM barrel folds were predicted.
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Although the relationship between the ODC’s and the chitinases has not been

resolved, our study has provided important insights into the diversity within the

TIGR/olfactomedin family of sequences. While several of the sequences appear to

contain only an “olfactomedin domain”, as is the case for the latrophilins and several of

the EST sequences, the relationship extends outside this domain in sequences such as

TIGR, the NOEL sequences, HOLFE and HOLFF. Within the olfactomedin domain, we

have identified several conserved motifs that will be useful for identifying and

confirming future additions to this group of sequences and for investigating the elements

necessary to maintain the structural and/or functional success of these molecules. Two

regions where mutations in conserved residues appear to be concentrated point to

potential areas of investigation into the structural/functional operation of the ODC

proteins. All of these elements should eventually lead to a clearer understanding of

human TIGR’s involvement in the pathogenesis of glaucoma.
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Table 3-1. Sequences identified from additional BLAST and Shotgun searches.

Accession Region of
Name No. Species/Description Homology
DOLFA | 72934.11 CG6867 gene product [Drosophila C-terminal

melanogaster]
JOLHN | 99.35930 OLHNI cell line cDNA library (OLb) Oryzias N- & C

9936414 latipes cDNA clones OLb.17.12c and terminal
OLb25.05h (composite sequence)

MKIDN | 5819378 ul86a03.y1 Sugano mouse kidney mkia Mus N- & C
musculus cDNA clone terminal

HOLFE | 11526096 || HNOEL-iso protein [Homo sapiens] N- & C
terminal

HOLFF | 11544538 baz09J19.1.1 (GW112 protein) [Homo N- & C
sapiens] terminal

HEST3 11618275 | NCI_CGAP Brn67 Homo sapiens cDNA clone | N- & C
terminal

HEST4 12910562 | LTI NFL003_NBC3 Homo sapiens cDNA C-terminal
clone

ZEST1 || 6082028 Sugano Kawakami zebrafish DRA Danio rerio | C-terminal
cDNA clone 2599775

ZEST2 6202502 || Sugano Kawakami zebrafish DRA Danio rerio | C-terminal
cDNA clone 2639120

HL-P4 505961 halibut pituitary cDNA T23140 C-terminal
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Table 3-2. Summary of mutations and polymorphisms in the C-terminal domain of
HTIGR.

segment | HTIGR disease
# range? | mutation associated? | conserved? | reference
1 245-275 Gly246Arg yes partial Adam

Gly252Arg In O In O Rozsa

2 276-321 | Trp286Arg yes InO Alward
Thr293Lys yes In O Alward

3 322-338 |Glu323Lys yes In O Rozsa
Val229Met In O yes Fingert
Gln237Arg yes partial Stoilova

4 339-364 Glu352Lys yes In O Alward
Thr353Ile yes 11O Fingert
Pro861 Ser yes partial Alward
Gly364Val yes partial Alward, Stone

5 365-399 || Gly367Arg In O InO Suzuki
GQ367–368V | yes In O Angius
Pro870Leu yes partial Rozsa, Suzuki, Adam
Thr377Met yes partial Alward
Asp380G/A yes yes Alward
Ser393Arg yes InO Fingert
Lys398Arg InO InO Fingert

6 400-425 || ValA02Ile InO yes Fingert
Arg422Cys InO InO Alward
Arg422His InO InO Alward
Lys423Glu yes 11O Raymond
Será25Pro 11O partial Alward

7 426-446 || ValA26Phe yes yes Rozsa
Cys433Arg yes yes Vasconcellos
Tyra(37His yes yes Alward, Stone
Ala-445Val yes 11O Alward

8 447–460 | none

9 461-504 || Ile465Met yes partial Fingert
Arg470Cys yes InO Alward
Tyra 73Cys InO InO Alward
Ile477ASn yes partial Alward, Rozsa
Ile477Ser yes partial Adam
Asn480Lys yes yes Adam
Pro481Thr yes yes Fingert
Pro481Leu yes yes Fingert
Val495Ile 11O partial Alward
Ile499Phe yes partial Adam
Lyss00Arg InO In O Alward
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Table 3–3. Analysis of the significance of conserved and non-conserved mutated residues in

HTIGR.

disease

associated? | conserved? | variants predicted significance
yes yes D380G, V426F, C433R, Potential residues important to the

Y437H, N480K, P431T/L | overall structure or protein-protein
G246R, Q337R, P361S, interactions of the family; may be
G364V, P37OL, T377M functionally related, but it’s not
I465M, I477N/S, I499F likely that all of these sequences

have the same functional
characteristics.

yes no W286R, T293K, E323K, Potential residues important to the
E352K, T353I, specific function or structure of
GQ367-8V, S393R, TIGR.
K423E, A445V, R470C

no yes V329M, V402I Conservative substitutions might not
S425P, V495I affect the structure/function of

TIGR.

no no G252R, G367R, K398R, Not surprising for non-conserved
R422C/H, Y473C,
K500R

residues to be unessential to the
success of the molecule.
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Figure 3-1. Alignment of C-terminal regions of TIGR, olfactomedin, and latrophilin with new sequences.
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Figure 3-1. (cont'd).
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Figure 3-1. (cont'd).
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Figure 3-2. Alignment of N-terminal regions of HTIGR, olfactomedin, latrophilin with new
sequences.

HTIGR ------------------- MRFFCARCCSFGPEMPAVQLLLIACLVWD---------------------- 29
JOLHN -------------------------------- MWVoIALYFFYLFCRN---------------------- (16)
HOLFC ----------------------------- MWPLTVPPPLLLLLCSGL----------------------- 18
COLFA ---------------------------- MSVPLLKIGVVLSTMAMITNWMSQTLP-------- SLVGLNT 34
HOLFF ---------------------------- MRPGLSFLLALLFFLGQAAGDLGDvgPPIPSPGFSSFPGVDs 42
FOLFA --------------------------------- MYIcLLTLVLIHAAAAF-------------------- 17
HOLFE ---------------------------------- LEGKRLTVRSFYSG---------------------- 14
BLAT1. ---------------------------- MARLAAVLWSLCVTAILVTS---------------------- 20

DOLFA ----------------------------- DGKILDPSDKºgiesyPEG---------------------- (19)
wolf2 MVATPEEPsLTRWTLSRRLIVAGEIGNº■ gºthay IWINTLHºssFKNPTSPPLSPARVKRENK (70)

HTIGR ------------------ VG----ART-AQLRKANDQSGRCOY ASPNESS----CPEQSQA--- 67
JOLHN ----------------------- QAQNQASLSRLNDPNGR. T-MPSPMESS----CSGSSTK--- (5:4)
HOLFC ------------- AGQTLFQ--NPEEGWQLYTSAQAPDGK. V--IPAQSTCSRDGRSRELRQL--- 67

coLFA TKLTAASGGTLDRSTsvg|PT- ºº:::::::: ICTVV--APQQTMcSRDARTKQLRQL--- 97Holff sssFssssRsgssssrslgsgesvsqLFs. FTGSVDDRGTcogsvs.--LPDTTFP----- VDRVERL--- 102
FOLFA -------------------------- VAQNATGILAGKDHCVCEVL--LPDSSFP----- AKRVGAL--- 51
HOLFE º- PLQGQQ--- 43
BLAT1. ----------------------------------------------------------- ATQGLSRA--- 28
DOLFA -------------------------------------------------------------- FKTTM--- (24)
woLF2 KMPVDLEDYº■ GQDTIIPRNVLDRscsqvhqYCSEKSQRLTGFPGVRGSPGDQGPVGPPGRRGPMGIV (140)

HTIGR -------- MSVIHNLQRDSSTQRLDLEATKARLSSLESLLHQLTLDQAARPQETQEG-LQRELGTLRRER 128
JOLHN -------- QELNGVLSRLTLVEALVSRLVEGADGGSGAGRAGESLQEAYSLVTR------- ERNQLQQDK (109)
HOLFC -------- MEKVQNVSQSMEVLELRTYRDLQYVRGMETLMRSLDAQLRAADGSL-S---AKSFQELKDRM 126
COLFA -------- LEKvºNmsos.T.EVIDRRTQRDLQYvºkMENQMRGLESKFKQVEESH-KQHLARQFKAIKAKM 158
HOLFF -------- EFTAHVLSQKEEKELSKVREYVQLISVYEKKLLNLTVRIDIMEKDT-ISYTELDFELIKVEV 163
FOLFA -------- EDETIRLSNRVEDEMQKLEEQDITEDTYSEKITNLTRRVEYLEKLHPESLversfevik REI 113
HOLFE EERLAQCQDQSSRHAAELRDFKNKMLPLLEVA----- EKEREALRTEA 100

BLAT1 #: PGS ANYGRTDDKICDAD----- PFQMENvocy 85DOLFA
-

ELNA IAPQDPNSETPYVGN------- NMKvºsorp (79)
woLF2 GPIGLvgEHGILGEPGRDGKCNCPFPDLYWORVPIPGPPvi KreeKMvPvPºkEIEVTKFVPFEPTP (210)

z 2

HTIGR D------ ----QLETQTRELETAYSNLLRDKSVLEEEKKRLRQENENLARRLESSSQEVARLRRGQCPQT 188
JOLHN E----------HLSQRVQKLESSLAELEREAESLRQRSCQQTEASEGALHNYRPAKDPVHDLRN------ (163)
HOLFC

-
178

COLFA
-

210
HOLFF

-
V-1-º-º-º-º-TV-V-->>--------L-V L-L-I-IN-1, L.L.V. LIN----L-L-L-L-N-INLNV L-º-Lº-Lº-D-" " " " " " " 215

FOLFA -
ISAMR YNEvKNNSKTVGQL-ETLDKNNVLQAKRE------- 1.65

HOLFE E pºp- - - - - - - - - Fºrnvt. pºrnom Dar. Drºtrºpºnºtºtrºnr-r-Dr:rntzr-rr-p- - - - - - - 144

BLAT1 vPY--------- 131.
DOLFA P----------ESECPVCDQCP------------ DP---StºckDSILNNFEiðATGNLSYP------- (117)
WOLF2 PGFGPPDGWAPGMPKPGRTRKLPRY: PPPTPKRKTTQSPIHºPTEKNITMDDWNAEMNISTPKPYM (281)

z 2 2 z z z

HTIGR RDTARAVPPGS WNLDTLAFQELKSELTEVPASRILKESPSGYLF EGDTG- 244

JOLHN --------------------- DAYQEMKAEVTELPASRLLPEGNLSFT
- -

(191)
HOLFC

- - - - -
194

COLFA
--

226
HOLFF I L I- V V rºi º ºr 1 ---

154
FOLFA SLMVPI ----

192
HOLFE ---------------------------RNEKYDMVTD--------------------- 154
BLAT1. ------------------------------ºC------------------------ 135
DOLFA — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —GLPKRPKººcººn-------------------- (130)
WOLF2 KFIDKLGNYTQKK (321)
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Figure3–3.Predictedsecondarystructure
ofHTIGR. MRFFCARCCSFGPEMPAVQLLLLACLVWDVGARTAQLRKANDQSGRCQYTFSVASPNESSCPEQS º
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Figure 3–4. Conserved motifs in the ODC protein family.

Region 1. HTIGR 265-275
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Y H. K.

F Q G
F Q G
F As

FOLFA G QGAGV V V H NN NL YY N C
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woLF1 F D G TN Hwi ºn As Lºy Q's
HOLFF Goss GT Aw y NN Nºv N M
ZEST1 G L v G A Rwa T. PH LLºo Yº
HOLFB R H R P R Gilow R L LLos R L.

Region 5. HTIGR 370-392
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Figure 3–4.

Region 6.
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Conserved motifs in the ODC protein family (cont'd).

HTIGR 400-425
A G N1 v vs RLDP H TLE v. M R sº D T G Y P K R s
— — A L V L S K L N P A NL E L E R T W E T N I R K Q S
A G NI VI S K LDP N T L Q S L Q Tº N T S Y P K R S
- G K1 wrºsol NP Y TLR I E G Tº D T A Y D K R s
- - AI V L S K L N P E N L E L E Q T W E T N I R K Q S
– G K I V V GK V N V A T F T V D N I Tº I T T Q N K S D

– G. N. M. V.
::::::::::::::::::

– R. H. K LDP Q TL ID T E Q Q"D T P C P R EN
- - -1 vssºl E so Ax E v. F s Tº H M R F L N R s
Q E VI V L S K L N.A. A D L S T Q K E T T W R T G L R R
A G NI VXS R L. NP H T L E X M R S W D T G Y P Q A Q
R G H I V V S R L D-P H T S E V M R S W D T G T P – – S

- - N Tºwº LD A E TLK M Q Y NFN 1 T L D H H Q
-- T.M.R.M.AK. E P's LF v v N - I wºn v E v. N T TE
— — F v Dr N NLT I y E AFN L T T v N H T

HTIGR 426-446
A G E A F MI C G V L. Y. V T N S H L A G –

V. A. N. A. F. V. I. C. G. I. L. YT V S S Y S S A. H.

A G E A F II C G T L Y V T N G Y S G G –

A S N A F MI C G.I. L. Y. V. V K S

V A N A F I I C G T L * T V S 3

A S N A F M I C G V L Y V T R S

As NAFMºc Giv. YA T R T M N T R T
A. E. A. A. Fiv I C G T L Y V V Y Nº T R P A S

::::::::::Hº::::Y G N C F VI C G V L. Y. A V D S Y N Q R N
R G L H D L R C A L R D Q L P P G W G Q –

::::::
N L. Y. A I DSI A D S F I V W T G L KS

V A N G I V T L V E S
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Figure 3–4. Conserved motifs in the ODC protein family (cont'd).
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Figure 3-5. Summary of mutations and polymorphisms in HTIGR sequence. Each segment as

described in Table 3-2 (1 through 9) is identified. The x's represent mutations in conserved

(large) and non-conserved (small) residues. Large triangles represent conserved polymorphisms

and small triangles are non-conserved polymorphisms.
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Figure 3–6. Alignment of chita (AAC79665.1) with ROLFA, HOLFC, and COLFA.
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Figure 3-6. (cont'd).
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Figure3-7.Cartoonalignmentandstructuraldomainsof1EDQA,chitinase
A,andTIGR/Olf.
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Figure 3-8. ODC Sequences aligned with ~40% identical chitinase sequences.
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Figure 3-8. (cont'd).
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Figure 3-8. (cont'd).
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Chapter IV — Evaluation of the contribution of the individual exon

regions to TIGR complexation and localization of TIGR-GFP

conjugates in TM1 cell culture.
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ABSTRACT

PURPOSE. To evaluate the aggregative properties and intracellular expression of human

TIGR peptides in terms of their similarity to the olfactomedin family of proteins and the

presence of cellular trafficking signals within the sequence, respectively.

METHODS. Peptides were expressed in BL21(DE3)pLyss bacteria for aggregation

studies. Expressed peptides were treated with dithiothreotol to evaluate the effect of a

reducing agent on the complexation behavior of the proteins. Peptides were detected by

an anti-rTIGR antibody and/or an anti-Xpress epitope antibody. For intracellular

localization, peptides were conjugated to green fluorescent protein (GFP) and expressed

in human trabecular meshwork cell culture. Trabecular meshwork cells were observed via

fluorescence microscopy.

RESULTS. The T123, T13, T2, and T3 GFP-conjugated peptides expressed in TM1 cells

display localization patterns similar to that of the empty GFP vector expression in TM1

cells. The T1-GFP conjugate displays an altered expression pattern. The bacterially

expressed TIGR peptides exhibit drastic differences under reducing and non-reducing

conditions suggesting the involvement of cysteine interactions in complexation. TI, T12,

and T13 monomers are not detected under non-reducing conditions. T3 and T23 peptides

are both progressively reduced to the monomer with increasing DTT concentration. The

T13 peptide is not detected in any form under non-reducing conditions. The presence of

exon 2 appears to stabilize dimeric T12 and T23 peptides.

CONCLUSIONS. Based on the reduction of high molecular weight T1, T12 and T13

complexes to monomers via DTT treatment, N-terminal cysteines in the TIGR sequence

appear to be involved in TIGR complexation. Additionally, the presence of >200 kDa
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T13 complexes under non-reducing conditions also supports the hypothesis that cysteines

at both ends of the molecule are involved in complexation. The exon 2 region of TIGR

may increase the stability of TIGR complexes.
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INTRODUCTION

Initial assessments of the human TIGR protein identified several sequence elements

that might be important in the processing and/or structural and functional characteristics

of the molecule. Experimental observations have suggested that proteins secreted by TM

cells might contribute to increasing outflow resistance, putatively via intermolecular

interactions with other extracellular molecules”. Additional studies also show that TIGR

is processed via the secretory pathway and modified in the endoplasmic reticulum".

Observations of bovine’ and human TIGR° in aqueous humor and human TIGR

expressed in other cell systems” as high molecular weight multimers indicate that

complexation may be an important feature in the native and/or disease-state of the

protein.

Our sequence analysis of the TIGR and olfactomedin proteins, and other proteins

including “olfactomedin domains” has shown that these sequences all appear to be

evolutionarily related in this region (Chapter III). Additionally, we have shown that the

TIGR and olfactomedin proteins seem to be evolutionarily related in both the amino- and

carboxy-terminal domains (Chapter II). Previous studies by Anholt and colleagues have

demonstrated that olfactomedin is found in multiple high molecular weight complexes

-

held together by several intermolecular disulfide bonds”. Nguyen and other researchers

have demonstrated that the TIGR molecule, which is also observed in multiple high

molecular weight forms, may form complexes via intermolecular disulfide bonds. In

addition to the involvement of sulfhydryl interactions, Raymond' and Fautsch" have

shown that leucine zipper interactions in TIGR’s exon 1 region also appear to be involved
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in dimerization. However, these studies have also shown that the leucine zipper alone is

inadequate for dimerization.

TIGR's N-terminal region includes an apparent signal sequence signifying the protein

may be processed by the cell’s secretory pathway. The regulation of the cellular

expression of TIGR is of interest because current models of its involvement in glaucoma

include induction of the gene by glucocorticoids or other factors, resulting in

overexpression, which may lead to subsequent increases in intraocular pressure"'''''.

Previous studies in our lab (H. Do, unpublished data) have investigated the synthesis and

behavior of the whole TIGR protein in an immortal diploid human trabecular meshwork

cell line (TM1), in order to understand the role of the putative signal sequence in TIGR’s

behavior and localization. The TIGR cDNA, with and without a modified signal

sequence, was inserted into a pBGFP expression vector and transfected into TM cells,

which were then observed via fluorescence microscopy. Polansky et al.” have evaluated

the expression of TIGR mutations (P370L and Q368Stop) on localization of TIGR-GFP

constructs in TM cells.

Two forms of the TIGR protein have been observed — a ~66 kDa N-glycosylated form

that may be expressed from the first or second methionine in the sequence, and a 55 kDa

form, starting at the confirmed cleavage site between the last two residues of the putative

signal sequence (A22 and R23). In TM1 cells, expression of the TIGR cDNA beginning

at either of the two methionines results in a granular appearance of fluorescence and

cytoplasmic distribution, unless the cDNA is truncated prior to the second methionine (H.

Do, unpublished data). Expression of both the P370L and the Q368Stop mutated proteins
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in TM cells showed increased expression, evidence that mutations in this region may

disrupt the normal expression patterns of human TIGR.

In order to further our understanding of the intracellular processing of the TIGR

molecule and the mechanisms by which multimers are formed, we examined the

individual peptide regions of the protein. The individual exons were conjugated to GFP,

expressed in TM cells and examined by fluorescence microscopy or the exon regions

were expressed in bacteria and the peptides were treated with DTT and assayed by

Western blot.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmid Construction

A pBluescript II+ vector containing the TIGR cDNA was used as a template for PCR

products to code for each of the peptides of interest. For both the mammalian and

bacterial expression vectors, we designed primers to make DNA inserts that would

produce peptides corresponding to each of the three separate exon regions of the TIGR

protein (T1, T2, and T3), a peptide comprised of the first two exons (T12), a peptide

comprised of the second and third exons (T23), the whole cleaved protein product

(T123), or a peptide including only the first and third exons (T13). The mammalian

expression system utilized a pEGFP-N3 (Clontech) vector to produce a TIGR-GFP fusion

with the GFP protein at the C-terminal end of the TIGR protein. The pGR*T7/NT-TOPO

vector was used for bacterial expression of the peptides. Figure 4-1 shows a summary of

the peptides for which inserts were produced.
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The primers used to produce inserts for each expression system are shown in

Tables 4-1 and 4-2. Primers for each product for mammalian expression included a 5’

HindIII restriction enzyme cleavage site and a 3’ BamhI restriction enzyme cleavage site

for insertion into the pEGFP-N3 expression vector.

The T13 insert was made following a method described by Muradov et al.". The

method is outlined in Figure 4–2. In the first round of PCR, the TIGR cDNA was used to

produce a modified T1 PCR product (T13-F). The forward primers used for the two

expression vectors were the same as those used for the T1 products shown in Tables 4-1

and 4-2. The reverse primer included the last 21 bases of TIGR’s exon 1 followed by the

first 21 bases of TIGR’s exon 3 (5’- TAccoAAAct

AGTTCTCCAC AAACTTCTCT GGAGCC TGGTGG -3’). After purification of the

530-bp T13-F product (Qiagen PCR Purification Kit), a second round of PCR was used

to produce the T13 insert. A pcR*T7/NT vector containing the T23 insert was used as a

template with T13-F as the forward primer. The reverse primers, in this round, were the

same as those used for the T3 products shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.

The fragments for mammalian expression each contained 5’-HindIII and 3'-

BamhI restriction enzyme cleavage sites for insertion into the pEGFP-N3 vector. For

bacterial expression, the fragments did not require restriction enzyme sites because

cloning into the pGR*T7/NT vector utilizes topoisomerase to ligate inserts using the

insert's 3’-A overhang. For the bacterial expression, two additional plasmids – EC, the

expression control plasmid (pCR*T7/NT-E3) and VC, the empty vector—were

constructed for use as positive and negative controls, respectively. The empty pBGFP
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vector was used as a control for expression in TM cells. Each plasmid containing a TIGR

fragment was sequenced (UCSF Biomolecular Resource Center) across the insert sites to

confirm the fragment's orientation and reading frame. For the T13 plasmid, the junction

between exons 1 and 3 in the inserted fragment was also sequenced. After sequence

verification, DNA was obtained for transfections using the QiaFilter Midi-prep kit.

peGFP-N3 plasmids in TM cells. Human trabecular meshwork cells previously

established and characterized by this lab were used for expression of the pFGFP

constructs. For this study, TM cells were grown in Dulbeco's modified Eagle's (DME)

medium supplemented with 1 g/L glucose, glutamine, antibiotics (Penicillin

Streptomycin, Gibco-BRL, and 12.5% Fetal Bovine Serum. The pBGFP plasmids were

transfected into TM cells using Superfect reagent (Qiagen) following the manufacturer's

protocol. Five micrograms of DNA were used for each transfection in a T75 flask. The

transfected cells were grown in DME medium with 200 pg/ml G418. Colonies began to

appear approximately 2-3 weeks after transfection. Colonies were isolated using glass

cylinders, trypsinized, and transferred to 12-well plates containing DME medium with

200 pig■ ml G418. Cells were visualized by fluorescence microscopy either in 12- or 6

well plates (DME removed, cells rinsed, and replaced with PBS) or cells were grown on

glass cover slips in 6-well plates to allow examination at higher magnification.

Bacterial expression of TIGR peptides. BL21(DE3)pLyss bacteria were

transformed with the pGR*T7 constructs and proteins were expressed following the

manufacturer's protocol. After growth, the cultures were pelleted by centrifugation at

3000 x g for 5 minutes, at 4°C. Cell lysates were prepared under native conditions

following a protocol from Qiagen to determine the solubility of each expressed protein.
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The pGR*T7/NT vector adds a 35-residue peptide to the amino-terminal end of

expressed proteins. The added peptide includes two sequences useful for purification and

identification. The 6xHis tag can be used to purify proteins by immobilized metal affinity

chromatography (Ni-NTA agarose from Qiagen). The second sequence is an 8-residue

epitope recognized by the anti-Xpress antibody. Molecular weights and pl’s for the

expressed proteins, including the vector peptide, were calculated using the “Compute

pI/MW. Tool” on the Expasy server (www.expasy.ch/tools/pi tools.html). These data are

shown in Table 4-3. To purify proteins, Ni-NTA resin (1:5 by volume) was added to the

unpurified sample and allowed to shake at 4°C for 30 minutes to 1 hour. Samples were

centrifuged at 15000 x g for 10 seconds to pellet the resin. The resin was washed twice

with wash buffer (5:1) and protein was eluted from the resin in three separate additions of

elution buffer (1:1 each).

Reduction of bacterially expressed proteins by dithiothreotol. The unpurified cell

extracts were used for all DTT treatment studies except T12 (purified). In these studies,

up to five different conditions were tested for each sample:

1. (control) normal sample preparation — add sample buffer (100 mM DTT), 95°C/5min

2. no DTT–0 mM DTT, 37°C/4 hrs. => add sample buffer (0 mM DTT) => 95°C/5min

3. low DTT – 10 mM DTT, 37°C/4 hrs. => add sample buffer (0 mM DTT) =>

95°C/5min

4. mid DTT – 100 mM DTT, 37°C/4 hrs. => add sample buffer (0 mM DTT) =>

95°C/5min
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5. high DTT –200 mM DTT, 37°C/4 hrs. => add sample buffer (0 mM DTT) =>

95°C/5min

All levels of dithiothreotol indicate the concentration in the final sample after the addition

of 2X sample buffer. For the “normal sample preparation” control, 2X sample buffer with

DTT was added to each sample prior to heating the sample at 95°C for 5 minutes. For

treated samples, including the 0 mM DTT control, the sample was incubated with the

appropriate amount of DTT or water at 37°C for 4 hours. After incubation, 2X sample

buffer without DTT was added to the sample, which was then heated at 95°C for 5

minutes. All samples were cooled, spun, and held on ice until ready for loading onto the

gel.

Western blots of expressed proteins and DTT treated proteins. Proteins were

separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to Hybond ECL nitrocellulose membranes (AP

Biotech). A prestained protein ladder, previously calibrated against an unstained ladder

(Invitrogen) was used to estimate molecular weights. Membranes were blocked for 30

minutes with a phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)/0.5% Tween 20/5% milk solution. After

blocking, membranes were washed in PBST (PBS/0.5% Tween 20). For detection with

the anti-rTIGR antibody, membranes were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature in a

solution of PBS, 0.05% Tween 20, and 1% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) containing the

anti-r'TIGR antibody, rinsed three times with PBST, incubated in PBST/5% milk with 1

pl/ml anti-rabbit IgG, HRP-linked Ab, and rinsed three times for 20 minutes each in

PBST. Membranes detected with the anti-Xpress antibody were incubated for 1.5 hours

in PBST/5% milk solution with 0.2 pl/ml anti-Xpress-HRP-linked Ab, rinsed three times
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with PBST, and rinsed once in PBS. Membranes were treated with chemiluminescent

detection reagents (ECL Western blotting detection reagents, AP Biotech) following the

manufacturer’s protocol and moved to a dark room for film exposure and development.

RESULTS

Bacterially expressed Peptides

To confirm expression of the TIGR peptides, samples were taken from the

induced expression cultures, pelleted, mixed with SDS-PAGE sample buffer, and

separated on a 12% gel. While expression of the T1 protein was very low (barely

detectable), the remaining proteins were clearly expressed (Figure 4–3). The last two

lanes show the empty vector and the control protein. After preparation of cell lysates,

however, the proteins were not detected (data not shown). Fautsch et al. had previously

reported soluble levels of full-length TIGR in this bacterial expression system as low as

0.01%". Subsequently, the proteins were identified in the resuspended pellets (referred to

as “cell extract B”) from the preparation of cell lysates and analyzed by western blot

(Figure 4–4).

Figure 4-4 shows the unpurified TIGR peptides in cell extracts as indicated. The

correct sized bands are present for each of the truncated TIGR proteins (see Table 4-3 for

expected molecular weights). In addition to the expected band, the anti-Xpress antibody

also detects multiple higher molecular weight bands. Since the proteins have not been

purified, non-specific binding to cellular proteins might be expected; however, the empty

vector control sample (Figure 4-3, lane “vector”) does not show any non-specific binding.

The peptides were partially purified by Ni-NTA affinity chromatography using the N
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terminal 6X-His tag. After batch purification of the cell extracts, western blots were

probed with the anti-rTIGR antibody and the anti-Xpress antibody. Figure 4-5 shows the

anti-Xpress probed western blot. While the expression control protein and T23 peptides

are easily detected, the remaining proteins are either not detected or only a very faint

band is evident (T3). Figure 4-6(5b) shows a western blot of the same samples probed by

the anti-rTIGR antibody. As expected, the expression control is not detected; however, all

of the TIGR peptides, excluding T3, are readily detected. In this case, only T1, T12, and

T13 still show multiple bands at increased molecular weights. Repeated analysis of these

samples confirmed that the anti-Xpress antibody did not adequately detect the purified

proteins. Since the cell extracts were readily detected by both the anti-rTIGR antibody

and the anti-Xpress antibody, we used these unpurified proteins for subsequent studies.

The presence of high molecular weight multimers has also been observed for the

full-length recombinant TIGR protein’. Previous work in this lab has shown that

treatment of the proteins with dithiothreotol will reduce these high molecular weight

complexes to dimers and some to monomers, suggesting that cysteine residues at both

ends of the molecule may be involved in the formation of multimers. The leucine zipper

in the exon 1 region has also been implicated in dimerization'. It is thus reasonable to

hypothesize that some of our truncated TIGR peptides might also exist as multimers.

We evaluated our hypothesis by treating the unpurified extracts (T1, T12, T23,

T3, and T13) with dithiothreotol. The T12, T23, T3, and T13 peptides were all treated

with at least two different DTT levels. For the T1 peptide, only the normal sample

preparation control and the no DTT controls were completed. Western blots of the T23

and T13 peptides were probed by both the anti-r'TIGR (Figures 4-10 and 4-12,
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respectively) and the anti-Xpress antibody (Figures 4-11 and 4-13). Tl2 was probed with

the anti-rTIGR antibody (Figure 4-7), while T3 (Figure 4-8) and T1 (Figure 4-9) western

blots were probed with the anti-Xpress antibody.

All of the peptides evaluated exhibited changes with increasing DTT levels.

Figure 4-7 shows the treatments of purified T12 with no DTT and 10 mM DTT and under

normal sample preparation conditions (100 mM). No monomers are detected in the T12

samples at 0 or 10 mM DTT; however, incubation in 100 mM DTT at 95°C for 5 min

reduces enough T12 to enable detection of the monomeric form.

In Figure 4-8, the unreduced T3 sample (0 mM) includes not only a dimer (66

kDa), but also species that were too large to enter the gel. As the level of DTT is

increased, the larger species disappear, and the intensity of the dimer also appears to

decrease. The T1 peptide, which includes the leucine zipper region and cysteines that

might be available for intermolecular interactions, is also affected by the reducing agent.

A dimer and other high molecular weight species are detected in the unreduced sample

(Figure 4-9, 0 mM). While the high molecular weight species are not detected in the

treated samples, the dimer and monomer are clearly visible.

When T23 is incubated without reducing agent (Figure 4-11, 0 mM), the

monomer and dimer are again detected in addition to the high molecular weight species

limited to the top of the stacking gel. While the addition of 10 or 100 mM DTT almost

eliminates the oligomers, 200 mM DTT is adequate to reduce all of the complexes to

sizes that can migrate into the resolving gel. Like T3, the increase in the intensity of the

38-kDa band with the addition of DTT, indicates that the high molecular weight

multimers are reduced to monomers.
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When T3 and T23 are incubated without DTT, monomeric and dimeric forms of

each protein are still detected by western blot. The incubation of T1 or T12 without DTT

produces dimeric and higher molecular weight proteins on the gel. In contrast, T13

incubated without DTT (Figure 4-12 and 4-13, 0 mM) results in no detectable protein in

the western blot probed by either antibody. Treatment with >10 mM DTT, however,

appears to reduce the proteins to monomers (53 kDa), dimers (106 kDa), and possibly

other multimers sufficiently small to enter the gel matrix. Higher molecular weight forms

are still observed at the top of the stacking gel at all DTT levels. Again, the amounts of

monomer and dimer increase as the concentration of reducing agent is increased,

indicating that the high molecular weight forms are being reduced.

GFP-conjugated protein expression in TM cells.

Four TIGR-GFP constructs were transfected into established TM1 cells.

Permanent colonies were selected after growth in DME with 10% FBS and G418.

Individual colonies were isolated and grown in 12-well plates. After growth on 12-well

plates, the cells were subcultured and grown in 6-well plates on glass cover slips to allow

high magnification (60X) fluorescence microscopy. Due to high levels of background

fluorescence in most cases, cells were also visualized in PBS in 6- and 12-well plates at

lower magnification (20X). Previous studies in our lab had shown that the plates

appeared to absorb the background fluorescence of the cells enabling visualization of the

GFP-conjugated proteins alone. Figures 4-15 through 4-19 show the expression of the

TIGR-GFP proteins in TM1 cells. Cells transfected with the empty pEGFP vector served

as controls (Figure 4-20).
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The T1-GFP construct expresses the exon 1 region of TIGR, from the cleavage

site through the end of the exon (see Figure 4-14 for HTIGR with sequence elements

highlighted). The putative signal sequence is not included in our construct. Figure 4-15

shows TM1 cells expressing the T1-GFP protein at 20X and 60X magnification. At 60X

magnification, the cells have a granular appearance and the majority of the fluorescence

occurs in the periphery of the cell. There also appear to be some larger “points” of

fluorescence within the granular field that are more obvious at 20X magnification.

Expression of the remaining constructs in TM1 cells all appear differently from

that of the T1-GFP construct. Expression of the T2, T3, T13, and T123 (Figures 4-16

through 4-19) constructs all display stronger, more diffuse fluorescence, spread

throughout the entire cell, but apparently concentrated in the nucleus. In fact, all of these

constructs appear quite similar to the expression of the empty GFP vector in TM1 cells

(Figure 4-20). The main difference is in the apparent level of expression of each

conjugate. While the empty vector displayed the highest level of fluorescence and

greatest number of fluorescent cells, the intensity and density of fluorescent cells in T2

GFP transfected cells were similar. The T3-GFP construct displayed the next highest

levels, while the T13- and T123-GFP transfected cells had much lower densities of

fluorescent cells.

DISCUSSION

The full-length TIGR protein is encoded on three exons. Each of these exon

regions includes specific sequence characteristics and motifs that appear to be involved in

protein processing and/or in the functional/structural success of the molecule. As
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highlighted in Figure 4-14, the first exon includes the putative signal sequence, leucine

zipper, and several cysteines potentially involved in the formation of TIGR multimers.

The exon 3 region includes several conserved motifs and a highly conserved cysteine

residue that is believed to be involved in oligomerization in olfactomedin”.

In order to further evaluate the contribution that each of these regions makes to

localization, processing and to the aggregative properties of the TIGR molecule, several

truncated TIGR peptides composed of one or two exon regions of the protein were

expressed. Based on our finding that the exon 2 region appears to result from an insertion

event and that the exon 1 and exon 3 regions show homology to the olfactomedin family

(Chapter II), we also produced a construct excluding the exon 2 region of the protein

(T13).

Full-length recombinant TIGR has been shown by several groups to form high

molecular weight complexes” **". Additionally, TIGR multimers have been observed

in bovine” and human" aqueous humor with a molecular mass over 200 kDa. Multiple

high molecular weight bands were observed in western blots of our unpurified TIGR

peptides indicating that these peptides might also form multimers via leucine zipper

and/or cysteine interactions. Reduction of these high molecular weight forms to dimers

and monomers via treatment with dithiothreotol has provided additional evidence.

Based on our proposed mechanism by which TIGR multimers are formed, the

T23 peptide should behave similarly to T3 under reducing conditions since both

sequences lack the leucine zipper and N-terminal cysteines, but include the C-terminal

cysteine. These peptides should form dimers that become monomers under reducing
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conditions. Figures 4–8, 4-10, and 4-11 show that both peptides do appear to be affected

similarly by treatment with DTT.

The main difference between the T3 and T23 results is in the effect on the dimeric

species. The T3 dimer appears to be progressively, and almost entirely, eliminated with

DTT treatment, while the T23 dimer persists even at the highest treatment level. This

difference could be attributable to the presence of the exon 2 region in the T23 peptide.

The first residue of the exon 3 region is a cysteine (C245) that might be available to

participate in oligomerization of T3 and T23. The exon 2 region could then offer some

degree of “protection” to this disulfide bridge, increasing its resistance to

reduction. Differences in folding might also affect the behavior of the peptides; however,

the increased dimer stability is also seen when comparing the T1 and T12 peptides. This

result may indicate that one consequence of the exon 2 insertion may be increased

stability in TIGR dimeric species.

The T1, T12, and T13 peptides also exhibit some interesting similarities. No

monomeric species is detected for any of these proteins without DTT treatment. With the

addition of DTT, both monomeric and dimeric species are detected for T1 and T13. TI 2

monomers are not detected at 10 mM DTT; however, the normal sample preparation with

100 mM DTT produces monomers (separate experiment). All three of these sequences

include the leucine zipper. TI3 includes the conserved cysteine in exon 3 and all include

putative conserved cysteines at the N-terminal end of exon 1. Our model of TIGR

oligomerization includes interactions between the leucine zipper supported by

interactions between N-terminal cysteines to form dimers and extension of dimers via

disulfide bridge formation at C433.
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Although no T1, T12, and T13 monomers are detected under non-reducing

conditions, they are found after DTT treatment, indicating that the dimeric forms may be

held together by a disulfide bond. This result supports our hypothesis that sulfhydryls in

the N-terminal region, operating in conjunction with the leucine zipper, are involved in

TIGR oligomerization. If the leucine zipper alone were sufficient to maintain the dimer,

the addition of DTT should not disrupt the interaction to produce the monomer.

Raymond' has confirmed that although the leucine zipper is involved in dimerization, it

alone does not appear to be sufficient. Additional studies of TIGR-TIGR interactions in a

yeast two-hybrid system also indicated a reduced interaction between a full-length TIGR

construct and a TIGR construct missing the N-terminal cysteines but including the

leucine zipper region".

The fact that none of the T13 protein incubated in the absence of DTT is able to

migrate into the gel (Figure 4-12, 0 mM), suggests that under non-reducing conditions

this peptide is present solely as oligomers too large to enter even the stacking gel. The

T13 sequence includes all of the features that have been proposed to contribute to TIGR

multimerization – the leucine zipper, the partially conserved N-terminal cysteines, and

the completely conserved C-terminal cysteine. Tl2 oligomers held together by the

leucine zipper and N-terminal cysteines on one end and the C-terminal cysteine on the

other end might form long polymers, as shown in Figure 4–21, similar to the model of

olfactomedin polymerization proposed by Anholt’. The fact that the unreduced protein

cannot migrate into the acrylamide matrix supports this model. Two additional cysteines

near the center of the T13 sequence might also participate in intermolecular interactions,

resulting in large complexes of proteins rather than linear polymers. Mutation studies
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targeting specific cysteine residues within the sequence would help to confirm the exact

residues involved.

Other models could also be proposed to explain the mechanism by which TIGR

oligomers are formed. Figures 4-22 and 4-23 present two such models. Unfortunately,

our current experimental data does not permit us to make a definite distinction between

these models and our proposed model. More elaborate experiments are necessary to

discriminate between the three.

The TIGR protein has been shown to interact with other extracellular matrix

proteins’ including fibronectin, laminin, and type IV collagen. Given that the protein is

known to interact with other proteins, it is possible that the high molecular weight

complexes found in our study are not TIGR homodimers, but heterodimers composed of

TIGR and other interacting proteins. However, it is unlikely that every one of the TIGR

peptides studied here would interact with another protein of equal molecular weight, i.e.,

T3 interacts with another 28 kDa protein, T1 interacts with another 23 kDa protein, etc.

Hence, at least the dimeric species are most likely homodimers.

In our studies, several results support the involvement of a C-terminal interaction

in the formation of high molecular weight complexes in TIGR. The T3 and T23 peptides

both form dimers reduced to monomers via DTT treatment. The T13 peptide appears to

exist solely as high molecular weight oligomers prior to DTT treatment. The highly

conserved C-terminal cysteine in TIGR (C433) has also been shown to be involved in

oligomerization in olfactomedin.

Fautsch and Johnson" have evaluated TIGR-TIGR interactions using a yeast two

hybrid system. In their studies, only the TIGR constructs including the leucine zipper
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domain were able to interact with the full-length TIGR construct. A TIGR construct

missing the first 167 residues, which includes the leucine zipper, did not interact with the

full-length construct. However, the lack of interaction with the C-terminal domain (168

504) could be due to differences in folding or access to other motifs caused by the

addition of the DNA binding domain at the C-terminal end of the full-length protein or

the activation domain at the end of the truncated protein. Alternately, the accessibility of

some motifs in our truncated peptides may allow them to dimerize with each other via

interactions that are not accessible in the full-length protein.

Various groups have used expression of TIGR-GFP constructs in TM1 cells to

evaluate TIGR’s localization, processing, and potential routes of involvement in

glaucoma pathogenesis. Zimmerman and Polansky have demonstrated that

mutations/truncations in the olfactomedin domain appear to increase expression and/or

intracellular localization of TIGR constructs in TM cells”. Previous studies in our lab

(unpublished data) have shown that the putative signal sequence is important in

regulating the TIGR processing in TM cells. A full-length TIGR conjugated to GFP

produces abundant, granular TIGR-GFP fluorescence in the cytoplasm. Other altered

TIGR-GFP constructs suggest that TIGR’s putative signal sequence is indeed functional

and required to produce the granular, cytoplasmic distribution of the TIGR-GFP

COnStruct.

In this work, in order to evaluate the affect of the individual exon regions on

TIGR localization and expression in TM1 cells, we excluded the putative signal sequence

from each of the constructs including the exon 1 region of TIGR (T1, T123, and T13) and

inserted a start codon prior to the arginine following the cleavage site. Results from the
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T123 and T13 constructs are similar to results previously obtained in our lab where both

of the putative start codons (See Figure 4-14) were mutated from methionine to

tryptophan. The expression of this construct in TM1 cells resulted in uniform

fluorescence over the cytoplasm and the nucleus with no granular appearance. The T123

GFP and T13-GFP constructs both displayed similar results. For T123 and T13,

elimination of the putative signal sequence results in distribution very similar to that of

the empty vector. This again suggests that the signal sequence is functional and required

for normal distribution of the TIGR protein.

As expected, the T2- and T3-GFP constructs also displayed results similar to the

TIGR cDNA lacking the putative signal sequence. Both of these constructs resulted in

diffuse, uniform fluorescence throughout the entire cell, suggesting that neither region in

isolation includes elements that influence processing or localization in TM1 cells.

The results of transfection of TM1 cells with the T1-GFP construct were more

perplexing. Again, the construct is missing the signal sequence and would be expected to

display uniform fluorescence similar to the T123 and T13 constructs. However, in this

case, the distribution is slightly different. The appearance is slightly granular with intense

“spots” of fluorescence occurring in some cells. Multiple transfections confirmed that

similar results were obtained. We currently have no explanation for why the exon 1

region alone might be processed differently than constructs including exon 2 and/or exon

3.

Results from our TIGR-GFP constructs indicate that none of the individual exon

regions include elements influencing localization of TIGR in TM cells, and suggest that

the signal sequence is required for normal TIGR distribution. Our analysis of the
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bacterially expressed peptides has shown that other sequence elements in addition to the

leucine zipper are likely involved in TIGR-TIGR interactions. Specifically, we have

determined that partially conserved cysteines in the exon 1 region work in conjunction

with the leucine zipper in complexation at the N-terminal end of the molecule. The

conserved C-terminal cysteine involved in dimerization in olfactomedin also appears to

play a factor in TIGR interactions. The identification of a disease-associated mutation in

this residue" (C433R) implies that the putative disulfide formed by this conserved

cysteine performs some role essential to the normal function or structure of the TIGR

molecule.

In addition to advancing our understanding of the structure of the normal TIGR

protein, our experimental analyses also add further evidence to the conclusions supported

by our computational work. We have shown that N-terminal cysteines conserved across

the TIGR and olfactomedin families are very likely to be involved in complexation in

TIGR just as they are in olfactomedin (i.e., the CXC motif). Additionally, we have

identified a potential role for the exon 2 region, which our computational work indicates

may result from an evolutionary insertion event. Our experimental results indicate that

the insertion of the exon 2 region may indeed affect the complexation behavior of the

TIGR molecule by increasing the stability of the dimeric form of the protein. These

results all support the evolutionary relationship between the N-terminal regions of TIGR

and olfactomedin presented in Chapters II and III of this work.
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Table 4-1. PCR Primers (all shown 5’ to 3’) for Bacterial Expression Vector – pCR
T7/NT TOPO.

Peptide || Forward Reverse
T1 AGGACAGCTCAGCTCAGGAAG CAAACTTCTCTGGAGCCTGGTGG

T3 TGTGGAGAACTAGTTTGGGTAG CACATCTTGGAGAGCTTGATGTC

T12 AGGACAGCTCAGCTCAGGAAG CATCCGGTGTCTCCCTCTCCAC

T23 TCTACGTGGAATTTGGACACT CACATCTTGGAGAGCTTGATGTC

T13 See text

Table 4-2. PCR Primers (all shown 5’ to 3’) for Mammalian Expression Vector –
pEGFP-N3.

Peptide
T1 Forward: CCCGGGAAGCTTCTATGAGGACAGCTCAGCTCAGGAAG

Rever Se: CCCGGGCTTAGGAACTTCTCTGGAGCCTGGTGG

T2 Forward : CCCGGGAAGCTTCTATGTCTACGTGGAATTTGGACAC
Reverse: CCCGGGCTTAGGTCCGGTGTCTCCCTCTCCAC

T3 Forward : CCCGGGAAGCTTCTATGTGTGGAGAACTAGTTTGGGTAG
Reverse : CCCGGGCTTAGGCATCTTGGAGAGCTTGATGTC

T123 Forward: CCCGGGAAGCTTCTATGAGGACAGCTCAGCTCAGGAAG
Reverse : CCCGGGCTTAGGCATCTTGGAGAGCTTGATGTC

T13 See text

Table 4-3. Molecular weights and pl for bacterially expressed peptides.

Peptide MW (kDa) pl
T123 57 5.49
T1 23 6.72
T2 8.6 5.13
T3 33 5.28
T12 28 5.95
T23 38 5.04
T13 53 5.80

TOPO peptide 4.0 5.98
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Figure 4-2. Protocol for making the T13 insert.
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Figure 4–3. Cell pellet proteins probed with anti-Xpress antibody.
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Figure 4–4. Cell extract (CEB) proteins probed with anti-Xpress antibody.
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Figure 4-5. Ni-NTA purified proteins probed with anti-Xpress antibody.
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Figure 4-6. Ni-NTA purified proteins probed with anti-rTIGR antibody.
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Figure 4-7. Treatment of T12 with DTT probed with anti-r'TIGR antibody.
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Figure 4-8. Treatment of T3 with DTT
probed with anti-Xpress antibody.
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Figure 4-9. Treatment of T1 with
DTT probed with anti-Xpress
antibody.
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Figure 4-10. Treatment of T23 with DTT probed with anti-Xpress antibody (12% gel).
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Figure 4-11. Treatment of T23 with DTT probed with anti-r'TIGR antibody (10% gel).
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Figure 4-12. Treatment of T13 with DTT probed with anti-Xpress
antibody (10% gel).
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Figure 4-13. Treatment of T13 with DTT probed with anti-r'TIGR
antibody (10% gel).
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Figure 4-15. TI-GFP construct in TM cells (20X)
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Figure 4-16. T2-GFP construct in TM cells.

T2-GFP construct in TM cells (60X)

T2-GFP construct in TM cells (20X)
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Figure 4-17. T3-GFP construct in TM cells (20X).

Figure 4-18. TI3-GFP construct in TM cells (20X)
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Figure 4-19. TI 23-GFP construct in TM cells (20X).

Figure 4–20. GFP (vector only) construct in TM cells (20X)
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Figure 4–21. Proposed model of HTIGR complexation. Dimers are formed by
N-terminal cysteine(s) working in conjunction with the leucine zipper. The C
terminal cysteine (C433) then links dimers together to form oligomers. Each
curve represents one HTIGR molecule (a total of 6 molecules are shown).
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Figure 4-22. A second possible model of HTIGR complexation.
TIGR dimers are formed by the leucine zipper alone. Dimers are
then linked together by both N- and C-terminal cysteines to form
oligomers.
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Figure 4–23. Another possible model of HTIGR complexation. The
C-terminal cysteine works in conjunction with the leucine zipper to
form dimers. The N-terminal cysteine(s) then links the dimers to
form oligomers.
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Glaucoma is the leading cause of blindness in African-Americans and the second

leading cause of blindness worldwide. The disease is characterized by symptoms

including the loss of peripheral vision, depth perception, and contrast sensitivity'.

Glaucoma is also characterized by increased intraocular pressure and results in

irreparable damage to the optic nerve, leading to blindness. Following the isolation of the

TIGR protein in a steroid-induced glaucoma model”, specific point mutations in the gene

were found to explain a number of juvenile open-angle glaucoma cases and some cases of

adult-onset primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG). Studies have found that about 5% of

glaucoma patients have mutations in the TIGR coding region’
-

Since the normal structure and function of the TIGR protein are unknown, the

focus of this work was on the further characterization of the protein. The approach of the

work was to use computational sequence analysis techniques to identify important

regions of the protein sequence and guide our experimental efforts. Our first goal was to

clarify the evolutionary relationship between the TIGR protein and olfactomedin, a

protein with which TIGR shares significant similarity. The second aim of this

investigation was to identify a broader, more diverse set of protein sequences to be used

to identify highly conserved motifs or residues within the TIGR sequence. Identification

of these elements was useful for elucidating important residues in terms of POAG

pathogenesis and may also be useful for identifying even more distantly related proteins

that might be part of a larger superfamily. Our third objective was to evaluate the effect

of the individual exon regions of the protein in their capacity to affect the aggregative

behavior and/or the cellular processing of the protein.
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Evaluation of the distinct exon regions of TIGR and their homology with the

olfactomedin protein family. The first part of this work provides a detailed analysis of

the relationship between the known TIGR (human, bovine, rat, and mouse) and

olfactomedin proteins (human, chicken, rat, mouse, and frog). Through the use of

multiple sequence alignments combined with our knowledge of the biochemical

similarities of the proteins, we identified three separate domains that were more

extensively analyzed. Sequence homology searches were completed using the individual

protein domains in order to identify proteins homologous to these distinct domains.

Based on our results, TIGR and olfactomedin appear to be related throughout the

entire exon 1 and exon 3 regions of the protein, but the relationship excludes the exon 2

region. The exon 1 domain shares several motifs with the olfactomedins, including

conserved cysteine residues and a “residual” leucine zipper. We also confirmed that the

similarity between TIGR and myosin is superficial, based primarily on the alignment of

the leucine residues. TIGR’s exon 2 region appears to be the result of an insertion event

and shows significant similarity to a metalloprotease inhibitor. Of the 28 disease-causing

sequence variants examined, 20 occur within conserved residues, suggesting that these 20

residues may be essential to the function/structure of the TIGR/olfactomedin family.

Definition of the olfactomedin-domain-containing (ODC) protein family.

Extending our analysis from the relationship between the TIGR and olfactomedin

proteins, we identified additional, more distantly related sequences. Our starting set

included twenty-two known TIGR and olfactomedin-domain-containing (ODC)

sequences. Shotgun" and PSI-BLAST’ identified novel related sequences. Multiple
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alignments were used to recognize sequences that should remain part of the set and

continue through the next Shotgun iteration. We identified a total of 31 sequences

including the more closely related TIGR and olfactomedin orthologues. Some of the

proteins included related domains N-terminal to the olfactomedin domain, while in some

sequences the olfactomedin domain was the only homologous region.

Our analysis of the N-terminal domains of the protein family confirmed several

conserved domains, including the conserved cysteines and residual leucine zipper

previously identified in Chapter II. Analysis of the secondary structure of the sequences

also confirmed the similarity of the sequences in the N-terminal domain. In addition to

the conserved motifs in this domain, several motifs were identified in the olfactomedin

domain. Based on these motifs, we identified a potentially related protein from the

glycosyl hydrolase family 18 chitinases. Several highly conserved motifs in the ODC

family are also conserved in this group of chitinases. However, analysis of the ODC

family by GenTHREADER" failed to confirm a similar fold structure shared by the two

families.

With our more divergent set of ODC proteins, we again examined the correlation

between disease-causing mutations and conserved sequence elements. Two regions were

discovered where mutations in conserved residues appear to “cluster” – residues 360

through 380 and 477 through 481. These regions may indicate important functional or

structural elements in the HTIGR sequence.

TIGR localization and aggregative properties and a model of TIGR

oligomerization. Chapter IV presents experimental evaluations of the individual TIGR
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exon domains. Our study of the affect of each region on the localization of TIGR peptides

within trabecular meshwork cells (TM1) confirmed previous results from our lab

evaluating the function of the signal sequence and the two putative start codons. Except

in the case of the T1 (exon 1) peptide, our results suggest that the putative signal

sequence is indeed required for normal processing of the TIGR protein.

Analysis of the complexation capacity of the individual exon regions yielded

more interesting results supported by both our sequence analysis results and data from

other researchers”. Our model of TIGR oligomerization includes 1) intermolecular

disulfide bonds formed by a C-terminal cysteine (C433) and 2) the leucine zipper

interaction working in conjunction with intermolecular disulfide bonds formed by N

terminal cysteine residues (C47 and/or C61). Other researchers have shown that although

the leucine zipper is required for dimerization, alone it is insufficient”.

Our sequence analysis also supports this model. Both TIGR and olfactomedin

have been observed as high molecular weight complexes. N-terminal and C-terminal

cysteines in olfactomedin have been shown to be involved in the formation of these

multimers. The C-terminal cysteine in olfactomedin is almost completely conserved

across our set of ODC sequences (C433 in HTIGR). Additionally, our analysis of the N

terminal regions of the ODC proteins shows that one of the cysteines in the CXC motif in

olfactomedin is also highly conserved (C47 in HTIGR). The CXC motif has also been

implicated in olfactomedin oligomerization. Although the leucine zipper interaction has

not been confirmed in olfactomedin, our analyses in Chapters II and III confirm the

presence of a residual leucine zipper in the N-terminal region of the olfactomedins.
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The TIGR complexation model is also supported by our analysis of TIGR

peptides under reducing and non-reducing conditions. The results supporting our model

are as follows:

• Each monomer peptide including the exon 1 region of TIGR (T1, T12, and T13) is

only detectable under reducing conditions, suggesting that disulfide bond(s) in this

exon are involved in the formation of complexes.

• If the C-terminal cysteine is involved in complexation, the T3 and T23 peptides

should behave similarly under reducing conditions because both include C433, but

lack the leucine zipper and N-terminal cysteines. Indeed, both proteins are affected

similarly; the dimer is progressively reduced to the monomer with increasing DTT

concentration.

• The T13 peptide, which includes all three putative interactions, is not detected at all

under non-reducing conditions, indicating that the protein may be present as

complexes too large to even enter the stacking gel.

These data, coupled with the identification of conserved sequence motifs consistent with

our model, offer strong evidence that the proposed model of TIGR complexation is

aCCurate.

Conclusions and recommended next steps. This work has provided significant new

information regarding the function and structure of the TIGR protein. In addition to the

complexation model, we have shown that TIGR and olfactomedin are related throughout

the first and third exon regions of the proteins and that the exon 2 region appears to result

from an insertion event. We have identified a divergent set of ODC proteins and
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conserved sequence elements that may be used to identify additional members of this

family as their sequences or structures become available. Although the relationship with

chitinase A could not be confirmed, the highly conserved sequence elements warrant

further examination. Likewise, the relationship between the exon 2 region and the

metalloprotease inhibitor may help to elucidate important functional differences between

the TIGR and olfactomedin protein families. Knowledge of TIGR's three-dimensional

structure and/or normal function would likely enable researchers to better understand its

role in the pathogenesis of glaucoma. In the absence of this information, our

identification of specific regions of the molecule where mutations appear to congregate

provides an alternate strategy by which our understanding of the effect of mutations on

the TIGR molecule may be advanced.

The research described herein suggested several subsequent experiments that might

further our knowledge of the TIGR protein and its involvement in glaucoma. These

recommendations are outlined below:

1. The effect of the exon 2 region of TIGR on its function and biochemical

characteristics should be further evaluated. Both sequence analysis efforts (Chapter

II) and experimental efforts (Chapter IV) have suggested a unique role for this region.

Evaluation of the region's similarity to the bacterial metalloprotease inhibitor (Inh)

and the region's apparent ability to inhibit sulfhydryl reduction by DTT may help to

elucidate the impact of its presence on the TIGR molecule.

2. Experimental investigation of the relationship between TIGR's third exon region and

the chitinase homologs might lead to additional understanding of the role of the

olfactomedin domain in ODC sequences. Several of the chitinase homologs have lost
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their enzymatic activity over evolutionary time; the ODC family may represent yet

another subgroup (enzymatic or non-enzymatic) of this potential superfamily.

Analysis of the correlation between conserved residues in the ODC family and known

human TIGR coding region variants highlighted two regions where mutations in

conserved residues appear to congregate. A more detailed analysis of the predicted

secondary structure in these regions and predicted biochemically-important elements

in or near these regions (i.e., phosphorylation sites, GAG initiation sites, etc.) might

explain the increased frequency of mutations in these “clusters”.

Evaluation of TIGR peptides under reducing and non-reducing conditions has

provided evidence supporting our model of TIGR complexation outlined in Chapter

IV (Figure 4-21). Mutation studies with the whole TIGR molecule must be completed

to determine the exact cysteines involved in oligomerization. More sophisticated

experiments might be required to determine which cysteines cooperate with the

leucine zipper and which cysteines link dimers (monomers connected by the leucine

zipper) together to form TIGR oligomers.
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